
University of Puget Sound Faculty Senate 
27 April 2009, 4:00, McCormick Room 

 
Senators present: Richard Anderson-Connolly, Kristine Bartanen, Terry Beck, Douglas Cannon 
(chair), Bill Haltom, Sue Hannaford, Suzanne Holland, Kristin Johnson, James Luu, Steven 
Neshyba, Hans Ostrom, Wayne Rickoll, Amy Ryken, Stacey Weiss, Jenny Wrobel. 
 
Visitors: Dan Burgard, Monica DeHart, Nick Kontogeorgopoulis, Lynda Livingston, Mike 
Segawa 
 
 
Minutes for 13 April 2009 were amended with minor corrections and approved.  Minutes from 
08 September 2008 were approved as presented, with two abstentions.     
 
 
Announcements:  
 
Bartanen reported that the university reaccreditation self-study site visit occurred last week, and 
she expressed her gratitude to all involved, particularly co-chairs Alyce DeMarais and Sarah 
Moore.  Overall, the visit was very positive.  The final report will be available in June, but 
Bartanen noted that Puget Sound received six commendations (a high number) and two 
recommendations (a low number).   
 
Beck reported on problems that have occurred with the last round of electronic voting.  Some 
ballots have been corrupted.  While the software utilized has worked quite effectively for 
electronic voting by ASUPS, extra security and encryption were added for faculty voting, and 
these changes are apparently at the root of the current problem.  Beck is working with Stefan 
Moluf to determine which ballots are corrupt and to ask those involved to revote in an expedited 
manner.  There is significant time pressure to work through these issues as this round and a 
subsequent run-off round of voting needs to be finalized by the end of the academic year.  The 
Senate discussed whether we should continue to pursue electronic voting, and the consensus was 
yes, but perhaps with the previously used version (that utilized successfully by ASUPS).  Those 
faculty who requested a paper ballot in the first round of elections will automatically receive a 
paper ballot for the run-off election.   
 
Chair Cannon noted that Article IV Section 6Di states that the election of Senators shall be 
complete by the last Senate meeting of the spring semester.  Thus, given the likelihood that 
elections will not be complete by 04 May, Cannon requested that Senators reserve 11 May for an 
additional meeting where the new Senate will be constituted and will elect among themselves the 
Senate Vice-Chairperson and Secretary for 2009-2010. 
 
Haltom noted that esteemed colleague, Professor emeritus of Economics Ernest F. Combs passed 
away on Wednesday, April 22 after battling cancer.  Haltom shared his favorite Combs quote, 
which is from a discussion regarding a shared first-year experience at a Core Curriculum meeting 
in 1990: “Our freshmen already have a common first year experience – it’s called going to 
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college.”  The memorial for Combs is scheduled for Saturday 09 May at 11:00am in the 
Wheelock Rotunda. 
 
Special orders:  None 
 
Reports of Committee Liaisons:  None 
 
 
Role of Service on Sustainability Advisory Committee: 
 
Neshyba presented the following motion: I move that the Faculty Senate affirm that service on 
the Sustainability Advisory Committee (SAC) count for University Service in tenure and 
promotion evaluations on a footing equivalent to service on Senate standing committees.  He 
explained that the request for such a motion came from members of the SAC itself.  
 
Holland noted that while she supports the idea of this motion, she wonders where this would 
leave membership on other committees that also represent service to non-standing committees of 
the Senate.  Bartanen emphasized that there are many ways to serve the campus community and 
to contribute to one’s record of service.  Service is not assumed to be limited to work on standing 
committees.  This point is emphasized both on the University Service Appointments Form and in 
the buff document, which specifically outlines the breadth of service.  The Senate discussed 
developing an alternative motion that more generally reaffirms the belief that many forms of 
service are valued and are counted in tenure and promotion evaluations.  Neshyba noted that 
some junior faculty have expressed concerns regarding whether their service on the SAC will be 
sufficient come review-time and therefore feel they need to simultaneously be serving elsewhere 
on campus;  this may result in SAC members being unable to give their full effort to SAC.  
Bartanen requested that senior faculty help express to junior faculty that such concerns are 
unwarranted, and members of the Senate who have served on the Faculty Advancement 
Committee were in agreement with this. 
 
Neshyba happily withdrew his motion, given the clear sentiment of the Senate on the matter.  
Senior faculty thanked junior faculty for their abundance of service to the campus.   
 
 
Year End Report of the Curriculum Committee 
 
Livingston provided an update on information from the Curriculum Committee’s end of year 
report, stating that the review of the three upper division electives has now been finalized by the 
appropriate subcommittee.  She will incorporate their findings into a revised report.  Overall, the 
subcommittee found this requirement effective, but will ask that the issue continue to be 
discussed as part of the full curriculum review. 
 
The revised report will also incorporate other suggestions for topics needing continued 
consideration by next year’s committee, as currently noted within the text of the report, into the 
proposed charges for the 2009-2010 Curriculum Committee.  For example, the charge to 
consider academic honesty in first year seminars should be further acted upon by the Curriculum 
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Committee after the Academic Standards Committee has conducted its own review of such 
issues.  In addition, the committee proposed to continue discussing the issue of credits for 
activity courses and internship programs. 
 
Neshyba asked whether the committee specifically evaluated the requirement for three upper-
division electives outside of the major in the context of inherently interdisciplinary majors such 
as Biochemistry.  In that case, neither Biology nor Chemistry Department courses can be applied 
to this requirement, making it difficult for students to fulfill.  It was noted that this same concern 
has been voiced relative to other interdisciplinary programs as well.  The subcommittee did 
consider these concerns and believe they can be handled in ways other than changing the 
requirement itself. 
 
Bartanen MSP to receive the end of year report by the Curriculum Committee.   
 
 
Year End Report of the Student Life Committee  
 
Kontogeorgopoulis noted that the Student Life Committee (SLC) received 14 charges and 
worked through all but those deferred for consideration next year.  He thanked Mike Segawa for 
helping things run so smoothly, as well as James Luu for his work in changing the ASUPS 
bylaws to require that a member of the ASUPS Student Concerns Committee serve as one of the 
SLC student representatives.  Luu noted that ASUPS has made good progress in this endeavor 
and the proposed changes are ready for consideration by the Board of Trustees.  Mike Segawa 
thanked Kontogeorgopoulis for his extraordinary job as SLC chair. 
 
Cannon noted that the SLC bylaw revision will be up for discussion in front of the full faculty at 
next week’s Faculty Meeting.   
 
Neshyba MSP to receive the end of year report (with minor revisions) by the SLC.   
 
 
Year End Report of the Diversity Committee  
 
DeHart noted that it was a big year for the Diversity Committee, during which they achieved 
bylaws revisions that will produce a fairly radical change to the structure of the committee and 
will allow the committee to better focus on faculty-related issues.  She gave thanks to many 
people and groups across campus, including Senate Chair Cannon, for contributing critical 
communication and discussion of issues that influenced the development of the new bylaws.  
DeHart noted that the proposed charges for next year are rather different from those of this and 
previous years, reflecting the new bylaws.  Cannon commended the Diversity Committee for 
their great job at bringing multiple voices into their discussions, to carefully consider the issues, 
and for making the bylaws revision process efficient.   
 
Holland MSP to receive the report (with minor revisions) which was delivered to the Senate 
by Diversity Committee Chair, Judith Kay, and presented to the Senate by DeHart. 
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Cannon noted that the other six end-of-year reports will be received by the Senate at it’s next 
meeting on 04 May, and that should complete our official business for the year. 
 
 
Leave policy for adoptions 
 
Johnson noted that while Puget Sound’s maternity leave policy is quite generous (6 weeks of 
paid leave), no paid leave is currently available for adoptive parents (nor for new fathers).  Based 
on some research into related issues at other institutions, she reported an apparent trend moving 
away from providing maternity leave on medical grounds and toward providing parental leave 
based on the importance of parent-child bonding.  Such a change in approach would clearly 
extend paid leave benefits to adoptive parents and biological fathers.  The need for such paid 
leave may be especially important for adoptive parents that are single. 
 
Hannaford was amazed to discover that there is no law ensuring paid leave for adoptive parents.  
This sentiment was echoed by other Senators.  Haltom asked whether paid leave is currently 
available for new fathers.  It is not.  Bartanen noted that under the Family and Medical Leave Act 
of 1993, faculty are entitled to unpaid leave for up to 12 weeks to care for a newborn child or 
newly placed adopted or foster child.  In contrast, maternity leave is considered Personal Medical 
Leave, and allows six weeks paid leave following childbirth.   
 
A discussion followed, considering how to best proceed from here.  The sentiment of the body 
was that something should be done to address this issue.  Bartanen noted that benefits policy 
must be approved by the board, and typically, a great deal of preparation goes in to such a 
presentation.  She suggested that Senate aim to bring any requested policy change to the Board at 
the Executive Committee Meeting over the summer or the next Board Meeting in October 2009.  
A request was made to put this issue up for discussion by the Senate early during the 2009-2010 
academic year, likely with input from Rosa Beth Gibson. 
 
Ryken noted that while it is important for Puget Sound to have a generous family leave policy, 
she is concerned by our tendency to consider benefits issues piecemeal rather than holistically.  
Wouldn’t we make better, more informed decisions by looking at the whole picture?  What 
trade-offs are involved when we make changes to benefits policy?  
 
Holland suggested that this issue is a matter of justice, and that we should equally support all 
types of families.  Holland also suggested that a similar issue of justice concerns current policy 
that denies full health care benefits to our part-time faculty. 
 
Senate Chair Cannon reminded the Senators to hold 11 May open for a final Senate Meeting. 
 
Motion to adjourn MSP.   
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Stacey Weiss 



 
 
Date:    April 17, 2009       
To:   Faculty Senate 
From:   Lynda S. Livingston 
 
2008-9 Curriculum Committee Final Report 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This report summarizes the work undertaken by the Curriculum Committee during the 2008-9 
academic year. 
 
To begin, the chair would like to acknowledge the wonderful secretarying of Bob Matthews 
(fall) and Mary Rose Lamb (spring).  I would also like to thank Alyce DeMarais and Jane Brazell 
for all of their administrative, technical, and leadership support; Kent Hooper, for his 
stewardship on the foreign language requirement; Leon Grunberg, for his standing in as chair 
when necessary; Paul Loeb, for his indomitable stewardship, his unwavering attention during 
meetings, and his eye for detail; and to all members of the Curriculum Committee for their hard 
work throughout the year.  I offer special thanks to Florence Sandler and Kriszta Kotsis, who 
were instrumental in the design and conduct of the review of the core curriculum.   
 
This year, the committee continued the working group model instituted several years ago by Lisa 
Wood.  This model allows subcommittees to work together throughout the year, facilitating 
scheduling and coordination.  We divided the committee into five working groups, assigning 
each group responsibility for various core area, program, and departmental reviews.  When 
possible, we assigned continuing members of last year’s committee to review in the same core 
area this year, so that we could benefit from their expertise.  A list of the working groups, their 
charges, and their membership is presented in Appendix A. 
 
CHARGES 
 
The Curriculum Committee received the several charges for 2008-9.  These charges are outlined 
below, along with brief notes concerning their disposition.  More comprehensive descriptions of 
our work on these charges begins immediately after the outline, and is continued in the attached 
document titled “Curriculum Committee: Disposition of 2008-2009 Agenda.” 
 

1. Continue the ongoing business of the Committee, including: 
(a) 5-year reviews of departments and programs 

i. Asian Studies  (deferred to 2009-10) 
ii. Business and Leadership  (deferred to 2009-10) 
iii. Comparative Sociology  (review approved 10/31/08) 
iv. Economics  (review approved 12/5/08) 
v. Humanities (deferred to 2009-10) 
vi. International Political Economy  (review approved 11/14/08) 
vii. Music  (review approved 3/6/09) 
viii. Theater Arts 
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Charges, continued 
 

(b) ongoing assessment of core rubrics 
i. Review the core curriculum as a whole, including consideration of the 

foreign language requirement and the requirement for three upper-
division courses outside the major. 

(c) evaluation of program and core course proposals 
(d) establishment of the academic calendar  (detailed calendar for 2009-10 and 

general calendars through 2012-13 approved; 10/31/08) 
2. Continue the discussion of the Connections core review, including discussions with all 

faculty, student input, and rubric guidelines. 
3. Continue the discussion of modifying the Social Scientific Approaches core rubric. 

 
 
DISCUSSION OF DISPOSITION OF CHARGES 
 
I.   Five Year Reviews 
 
This year the Curriculum Committee accepted the reviews of the departments of Comparative 
Sociology (10/3108), International Political Economy (11/14/08), Economics (12/5/08), the 
School of Music (3/6/09), and Theatre Arts (). 

 
The School of Music review was approved “with reservations about any further expansion of 
course requirements for music majors.”1  The Committee noted that the BM degree has been 
expanded by 0.75 units, and that this degree is “really a music conservatory degree in a liberal 
arts setting.”2  For a particularly cogent discussion of the working group’s evaluation of this 
review, see Appendix B.  

 
The reviews of the School of Business and Leadership, the Humanities Program, and the Asian 
Studies Program were deferred until the 2009-10 academic year. 
 
 
II.  Approval of New Asian Language Majors 
 
The Committee spent considerable time considering the new Asian Languages major.  This 
major will allow student focused language study in Japanese or Chinese (and perhaps later, in 
Korean).  The new majors require not only one or two additional language units, but also that 
students take at least three courses at the 300 level or above (instead of the usual one or two).  
The majors also require an international experience. 
 
The Committee wondered if there should be a stronger literature emphasis in the new majors, but 
was persuaded that the inherent difficulty of character-based languages, the small faculty, and 
the traditional emphasis of the Asian Studies Program—broader cultural context, with less 
literary focus than in the study of Western languages—justified the majors’ proposed structure.   

                                                 
1 CC minutes, 3/6/09 
2 ibid. 
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Asian Language Majors, continued 
 
The Committee was also persuaded that retaining the interdisciplinary emphasis designation will 
“broaden students’ horizons” and “enhance their academic profile.”3  
 
The majors were approved 1/30/09.  Excerpts from the proposal for these majors can be found in 
Appendix C. 
 
 
IV.  Core Review 
 
After adoption of the “new” core curriculum, the Curriculum Committee instituted a sequence of 
reviews of the various core areas, with several areas considered each year.  The fifth year of this 
cycle was reserved for the review of the core as a whole.  In 2008-9, we had the first of these 
full-core reviews. 
 
Since this was the first evaluation of the entire core, we had to create a process for review.  We 
used the following: 
 

1. Relevant working groups of the Curriculum Committee reviewed outcomes from each 
area’s preceding annual review.  They identified issues of concern and consensus in each 
area.  They then developed a list of questions addressing each of those areas. 

2. The full list of questions for all core areas was distributed to the faculty.  (See Appendix 
D for this list.)  We asked that individual faculty members who were so motivated 
prepare written responses to these questions.  We received six responses; these are 
detailed in Appendix E. 

3. We also asked that departments meet to discuss areas of concern, perhaps using the 
question list as a prompt.  (We are not sure if many departments actually did meet, 
however.  If this type of outreach is attempted in future core reviews, we suggest that the 
question list be developed much earlier, and distributed during the fall semester.  Our 
distribution early in spring probably did not allow sufficient time for reasoned 
departmental consideration before the meetings in March [see #4, below].) 

4. We held a series of three open meetings, soliciting faculty input: one for the first-year 
seminars, one for the Approaches, and one for Connections.  We had reasonable 
attendance at all three meetings.  A summary of the discussions is presented in Appendix 
F; a brief overview is below. 

 
 
FIRST-YEAR SEMINARS 
 
The major issues here were sequencing and content.   
 
sequencing: Some faculty believe students perform better in SCIS seminars when they have 
already received substantial writing instruction in WR.  Faculty considered advising that WR 
precede SCIS; some even wondered if SCIS should be a sophomore-level class.  However, 
requiring that WR precede SCIS is unrealistic logistically, and moving SCIS to the sophomore  

                                                 
3 From “Summary of <Meeting with Asian Studies Faculty Regarding the Approval of New Majors (11/21/08).”  
See CC minutes of 12/5/08. 
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Core Review: Seminars, continued 
 
year would destroy the intensive freshman experience the seminars were designed to provide.  In 
the end, there was no consensus on suggested changes on sequencing the freshman seminars. 
 
content: Some professors of SCIS seminars report a tension between teaching writing and 
addressing content.  Given that writing opportunities are available and required throughout the 
curriculum, however, the general sense of the participating faculty seemed to be that SCIS 
courses should give priority to their first guideline—to “examine a focused scholarly topic, set of 
questions, or theme”—over their third (the guidelines for written work).  SCIS courses will 
include substantive written work, but skills development will be secondary to “exciting 
intellectual inquiry.”4 
    
APPROACHES 
  
Our efforts elicited brief responses for the Natural Scientific (i.e., labs are an essential 
component of these courses), Social Scientific, and Mathematical Approaches core areas.  The 
sense of the Committee is that the Natural Scientific and Mathematical Approaches are working 
well, and that there is no overwhelming (or underwhelming) demand for change.  Consideration 
of the rubric for the Social Scientific area was a charge to this Committee from last year’s: we 
were to evaluate the requirement that these courses require students “to acquire an understanding 
of theories about individual or collective behavior within a social environment and of the ways 
that empirical evidence is used to develop and test those theories.”  Discussion last year revolved 
around requiring empirical testing in Social Scientific Approaches courses; the one response we 
received this year asserted that such explicit testing was unnecessary for consideration of social 
scientific issues.  We ask that next year’s Committee continue consideration of changes to this 
rubric. 
 
The majority of our discussion of the Approaches revolved around Fine Arts and Humanistic 
areas.  Several faculty believe these categories could be profitably combined, perhaps into a 
“Fine and Literary Arts” core area.  This could help balance the mismatch between the number 
of courses offered in each area (56 for Humanistic v. 18 for Fine Arts) and the resulting difficulty 
that some students have in fulfilling their FA core.  While there was general agreement that these 
areas concern distinct ways of knowing, and recognition that a combination could “muddy” this 
distinction, there seemed to be general enthusiasm for the possibilities of a fruitful combination 
of FA and HUM.  We ask that next year’s Committee continue consideration of such a 
reworking of these areas. 
 
As part of our evaluation of the FA core, we considered whether or not the Fine Arts rubric 
should include a requirement for an “experiential” component, as well as what “experiential” 
means and how experience could be taught to a class of 28 students.  We expect that this 
discussion will form a part of the ongoing consideration of the Fine Arts core area. 
 
CONNECTIONS 
 
The discussion of the Connections courses continued the last year’s Curriculum Committee 
evaluation of this core area.  There was consensus during our discussions this year that an upper- 

                                                 
4 SCIS summary, Appendix F 
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Core Review: Connections, continued 
 
level component of the core was valuable, keeping student engaged in the broader intellectual 
conversation even as they become immersed in their disciplinary studies.  However, we are not 
convinced that this needs to be a senior-level course (junior-level might serve as well), nor that it 
needs to serve as a “capstone” core experience.  We also wonder if the requirement for upper-
division electives might serve these purposes as well as Connections does.  We will continue this 
discussion next year.    
 
The primary concern about Connections, however, is its interdisciplinary focus.  At our review 
meeting, Doug Cannon noted that Connections was conceived at a time when the expectation 
was that faculty were trained in a single discipline, leading the usual college courses to be highly 
disciplinary.  Our requirement that Connections be explicitly interdisciplinary, then, addressed a 
real void in the traditional curriculum.  However, as faculty and their areas of interest have 
become more naturally interdisciplinary, so have our general course offerings.  Students reaching 
Connections now may have become quite accustomed to interdisciplinary coursework, 
potentially making Connections “nothing special.”  Given that last year’s Curriculum Committee 
struggled mightily with the imposition of the interdisciplinary requirement for course proposals, 
eliminating this requirement for interdisciplinarity and recasting Connections might allow 
wonderful new courses to be taught in the area, offering students an opportunity to experience 
something truly new to them. 
 
The most popular alternative for the recasting of Connections would be a topical focus.  In last 
year’s core area meeting, we identified several possible topic areas (e.g., race, climate change).  
Some respondents this year found these sorts of choices too narrow (and possibly dangerous: one 
respondent feared that requirements for specific themes could turn Connections courses into 
“activist training classes”).  In our review meeting, we considered applying a civic 
“responsibility” focus, having the course prepare students for their emergence into the adult 
world.  Such a change in focus would obviously require substantial faculty involvement, yet 
another area of inquiry that we will pass along to next year’s Committee. 
 
 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT 
 
The Committee is still evaluating the foreign language requirement.  Our discussions of this 
requirement centered around two questions: (1) Should we have a foreign language requirement? 
and (2) If we do have a requirement, how can we place students into appropriate courses?  Many 
crafters of the “new” core expected students with three years of foreign language in high school 
to place out of our language requirement, making it “painless.”  However, it appears that many 
of these students are sandbagging instead—taking our 100-level language courses (presumably) 
to boost their GPA.  Having experienced students clogging these courses is detrimental to our 
true beginner students and burdensome to our faculty.  It may also be contributing to our 
students’ relatively lower appreciation for our foreign language education (relative to our peer 
institutions, according to senior surveys).  We ask that next year’s Committee continue this 
discussion. 
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Core Review, continued 
 
UPPER-DIVISION ELECTIVES REQUIREMENT 

 
The subcommittee charged with evaluating this requirement is still deliberating.  This group’s 
work was hindered by our desire to link the Connections review with consideration of the upper-
division electives.  We ask that this join the foreign language requirement in next year’s 
Curriculum Committee charges. 

 
 

V.   Addition of Consideration of Academic Honesty in the First Year Seminars 
 

One of the charges to the 2007-8 Curriculum Committee was to “consider adding discussion of 
academic honesty and integrity to first year seminars.”  In carrying out this charge, that 
Committee proposed the following additions to the rubrics for the first-year seminars: 

 
Seminar in Writing and Rhetoric 
♦ addition to learning objectives:   

Students in these seminars develop the intellectual habits and language capabilities to 
construct persuasive arguments and to write and speak effectively, and with integrity, for 
academic and civic purposes.  
 
♦ addition to guidelines: 

III.  These seminars address respect for the intellectual work and ideas of others by 
acknowledging the use of information sources in communicating one's own work.  Methods for 
addressing academic integrity are built in to seminar assignments.   
 
Seminar in Scholarly and Creative Inquiry 
♦ addition to learning objectives:   

Finally, students develop and demonstrate their intellectual independence by engaging in 
substantive written work on the topic in papers or projects, employing good practices of 
academic integrity. 
 
♦ addition to guidelines: 

IV.  Seminars in Scholarly and Creative Inquiry address respect for the intellectual work 
and ideas of others by acknowledging the use of information sources in communicating one's 
own work.  Methods for addressing academic integrity are built in to seminar assignments.   
 
 
The 2007-8 final report of the Curriculum Committee “trust[ed] that the Senate…bring this 
discussion to the full faculty” during fall, 2008.  This year, the Senate justified this trust by 
considering the proposed changes, then directing the Curriculum Committee to introduce a 
motion for their approval at the faculty meeting on 12/8/08.  However, given that the Academic 
Standards Committee is currently conducting its own review of scholastic dishonesty issues, we 
have deferred consideration of the changes to the language of the rubrics.   
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VI.  Internships, Cooperative Education Programs, and Activity Credits 
 
In the 2006-2007 academic year, the Committee began the review of the Cooperative Education 
program.  The following year, we revised the guidelines for the program, changing credit for its 
units from academic to activity credit.  During the current year, we learned that this decision has 
negatively affected students’ ability to receive financial aid.  Students enrolling in Co-op during 
their junior or senior years may already have used most or all of their maximum 1.5 units of 
activity credit.  This may prevent their full co-op credit from counting toward the degree, and 
thereby preclude their having the full-time enrolled status required for aid.  Given that the 
Committee was unwilling to reverse its decision to classify co-op as an activity, we propose that 
students with too many activity credits petition the Academic Standards Committee for 
substitution of future Co-op credits for previously counted general activity credits.  We estimate 
that this process would affect only a few students each year, and we thank the ASC in advance 
for its indulgence. 
 
Concerning the number of activity credits in general: The Committee was asked by the registrar 
to consider changing the number of allowed activity credits from 1.5 to a whole number, either 
1.0 or 2.0.  This request was motivated by some students’ arriving at the senior year just a 
fractional credit short of graduating, with few options available for making up that last bit.  The 
Committee was fairly unsympathetic, believing that such students should—just maybe—have 
planned more carefully.  However, given the limited time that we had to consider this proposal, 
we ask that next year’s (perhaps more benevolent) Committee consider this proposal more fully.  
We are adamant, however, that the number of allowed activity credits not be increased beyond 
1.5. 
 
In other related news, we note that Richard Anderson-Connolly has created an internship task 
force through the Senate to evaluate the entire program.  We are grateful to Barbara Warren for 
volunteering to act as our representative to this task force. 
 
 
VII.   Consideration of Reaccreditation Document 
 
On 10/31/08, the Committee met to consider Chapter 2 of the reaccreditation document.  (We 
thank Associate Dean Sarah Moore for facilitating this discussion.)  Our purpose was to identify 
relevant issues that had emerged from the self-study.  Two issues were most concerning to the 
Committee, both of which also arose in other contexts during our work this year: arts 
“appreciation” and the foreign language requirement.  The former dealt with seniors’ answer to 
the HED survey question about “appreciating the arts” (see Table 2.4 from the “HED Senior 
Survey Results”); as discussed above in section IV on the Approaches core review, our art 
department teaches “contextual analysis of the arts,”5 not art appreciation.  The latter—the 
foreign language requirement—generated both comments that one year of foreign language was 
insufficient and responses that stronger requirements would be difficult to staff  and had been 
rejected by the faculty before.  (This discussion is continuing, as part of our formal evaluation of 
the core’s foreign language requirement.)  After airing these two concerns, the Committee 
concluded our consideration of the reaccreditation document with effusive accolades for the 
members of the Reaccreditation Committee. 

                                                 
5 CC minutes, 10/31/08 
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VIII.   Transfer of Approval of Study Abroad Programs to the IEC 
 
The Curriculum Committee has traditionally approved Study Abroad programs.  However, now 
that the International Education Committee (IEC) is a standing committee, it has taken over 
approval of these programs.  We have revised the document “Functions of the Associate Dean’s 
Office in Curricular Matters” to ensure that “[t]he Office of the Associate Deans will report to 
the Curriculum Committee actions of the International Education Committee at least annually.” 
 
 
 
IX.   Business to Be Carried Over to 2009-2010 
 

1. Continue consideration of the foreign language and upper-division graduation 
requirements. 

2. Continue consideration of changes to the Social Scientific Approaches core area rubric. 
3. Continue consideration of the reworking of the Fine Arts and Humanistic Approaches 

core areas. 
4. Continue evaluation of the Connections rubric. 
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Curriculum Committee 
Disposition of 2008-2009 Agenda  

 
I.   Departmental and Program Reviews 

10/31/08 Comparative Sociology 
11/14/08 International Political Economy 
12/05/09 Economics 
03/06/09 School of Music 
04/17/09 Theatre Arts 
 

II.  On-going business 
Academic Calendar 
10/31/08 Full Academic Calendar for 2009-2010 and basic dates for 2012-2013 approved 

and ratified by the Faculty Senate. 
 
Action on core courses 
10/03/08 MUS 122, The Punk/Postpunk Rebellion, approved for Scholarly and Creative 

Inquiry Seminar Core  
10/03/08 HIST 136, Seeing the World: Medievel Travelers, approved for Scholarly and 

Creative Inquiry Seminar Core  
10/03/08 HIST 138, Peasants: the Unknown Majority of Humankind, approved for 

Scholarly and Creative Inquiry Seminar Core  
10/03/08 CSOC 100, Books, Beer & B+'s: Sociological Insight into College Life, approved 

for Scholarly and Creative Inquiry Seminar Core  
10/03/08 STS 333, Evolution and Ethics, approved for Connections Core 
03/06/09 REL 360, Mystical and Messianic Judaism, approved for Humanistic Approaches 

Core 
03/06/09 REL 140, The Iconic Feminine: the Two Marys in Christian Tradition, approved 

for Scholarly and Creative Inquiry Seminar Core 
03/06/09 CLASS 121, Reacting to the Past: Democracy and Revolution, approved for 

Writing and Rhetoric Seminar Core 
03/06/09 BIOL 243, What’s for Dinner?: Food, Health, Politics, and Environment, approved 

for Scholarly and Creative Inquiry Seminar Core 
03/06/09 MUS 123, Music Criticism, approved for Writing and Rhetoric Core 
03/27/09 CHEM 151, Science and Sustainability, approved for Scholarly and Creative 

Inquiry Seminar Core 
03/27/09 HUM 130, Metamorphosis and Marvels, modification approved for Scholarly and 

Creative Inquiry Seminar Core 
04/17/09 CONN 304, The Invention of Britishness: History and Literature, approved for 

Connections Core 
04/17/09 AFAM 346, African Americans and American Law, approved for Connections 

Core 
04/17/09 REL 250, Medicine and Christianity in the Early Centuries, approved for 

Humanistic Approaches Core 
 

III. Other Curricular Business  
10/31/08 Reviewed portion of the reaccreditation self-study on currciculum  
11/14/08 Revised “Functions of the Associate Deans’ Office in Curricular Matters” 

document 
01/30/09 Approved Special Interdisciplinary Major for Jacqueline Ward, Anthropology of 

the Performing Arts 
01/30/09 Approved majors in Asian languages (Chinese, Japanese, and East Asian 

Languages) 
03/27/09 Approved Special Interdisciplinary Major for Bowman Leigh, Human Ecology and 

Communication 
04/17/09 Declined proposal for a Minor in Bioethics 
04/17/09 Reviewed credit designation for Cooperative Education 
04/17/09 Reviewed activity credit units toward graduation (do not exceed 1.5 units) 
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Core Reviews 
04/17/09 Review of the overall Core Curriculum 
 
International Education Committee program approvals.   
 
  None 
 

IV. Business to be carried over to 2009-2010 
Review of graduation requirements: foreign language and three upper division courses outside 

the major. 
Social Scientific, Fine Arts/Humanities, and Connections rubric modifications. 

 
V.  Department/Program reviews scheduled for 2009-2010 

Asian Studies 
Biology (including Molecular and Cellular Biology) 
Business 
Environmental Policy and Decision Making 
Foreign Languages 
Humanities 
Physical Education 
Philosophy 
Religion 
Gender Studies 
Science, Technology, and Society 
 

VI.  Core Reviews scheduled for 2009-2010 
Writing and Rhetoric Seminar 
Scholarly and Creative Inquiry Seminar 
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Administrative Curriculum Action 
2008-2009 

 
04-17-08  FLL Bulletin Approved Changes for Bulletin copy 
 
04-28-08  HUM 120 Crisis and Culture 

New Title and Description approved 
 
07-02-08  PT 635 Ambulatory Function 

New Course approved 
 
07-02-08  PT 625 Introduction to Critical Inquiry 

Revised unit value approved: 0.50 unit 
 
07-02-08  PT 626 Physical Therapy Research Proposal 

New Course approved. 
 

07-02-08  PT 630 Introduction to Professional Issues 
New Course approved. 

 
07-02-08  PT 641 Orthopedic Evaluation and Treatment I 

New unit value approved 
 
07-02-08  PT 646 Orthopedic Evaluation and Treatment II 

New unit value approved. 
 
07-02-08  PT 645  Adult Neurologic Rehabilitation 

Approved combining PT 644 and PT 645 into PT 645. 
New unit value approved. 
 

07-30-08  BIOL 305 Paleo-Developmental Biology 
Course approved as Natural Scientific Approaches core course. 

 
08-01-08  EDUC 616L Literacy and Language in the Elementary School 

New Course Approved. 
 
08-26-08  ENGL 471 Special Topics in Writing and Rhetoric:  Bollywood Films 

Topic approved.. 
 
09-16-08  PG 346 Race in the American Political Imagination 

New course approved. 
 
09-16-08  CLSC 318 Greek and Roman Religion 

New course approved. 
 
09-17-08  PG 339 European Security 

New Course approved 
 
09-17-08  THTR 485 Topics in Theatre Arts 

New topic approved:  Dramatic Writing: Adaptions 
 
10-03-08  CSOC 308 Visual Anthropology 
 New course approved 
 
10-03-08  CSOC 380 Islam and the Media 
 New course approved. 
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10-03-08  CSOC 481 Special Topics: Environmental Anthropology 
 New topic approved. 
 
10-03-08  FLL 382 Conquest and Consequence 
 New course approved. 
 
10-03-08  HIST 339 Germany and the Holy Roman Empire 
 New course approved. (One Time) 
 
10-03-08  HIST 338 After Ancient Rome: The Byzantine Empire 
 New course approved. (One Time) 
 
10-03-08  HIST 306 The Modernization of Europe 
 New course approved. (One Time) 
 
10-03-08  HIST 344 Resistance, Rebellion, and Revolution in China, 1800 to Present 
 New course approved. 
 
10-03-08  IPE 313 Political Economy of Gender in Africa 
 New course approved. 
 
10-03-08  PG 345 Engaging Poverty 
 New course approved. 
 
10-03-09  PSYC 497 Practicum in Psychology 
 New course approved. 
 
10-03-08  REL 253B Religion and Society in Ancient Africa 
 New course approved. 
 
10-05-08  PG 304 Race and American Politics 
 New course approved. 
 
10-09-08  COMM 373 Critical Cultural Theory 
 New course approved 
 
10-09-08  BIOL 201 Biology Colloquium 
 Number change approved. 
 
10-09-08  PSYC 370 Special Topics: Language Development 
 New Topic approved. 
 
10-15-08  HUM 303 The Monstrous Middle Ages 
 Index change approved.  
 
10-17-08  PG 303 Disversity in Post-Industiral Democracies 
 New course approved. (One Time) 
 
11-12-08  NRSC 160 The Broken Brain 

Prefix change accepted. 
 
11-12-08  CSCI 295 Problem Seminar: Computer Game Design and Development 
 New description accepted. 
 
11-12-08  IPE 321 The Business of Alleviating Poverty: NGOs, corporations and social 

entrepreneurs 
 New course accepted. 
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11-13-08  PSYC 370 Special Topics: Illusions 
 New topic accepted. 
 
11-13-08  EDUC 638 Wellness-based Counseling 
 New title accepted. 
 
12-12-08  EDUC 642 Suicide Prevention, Assessment and Risk Management 

New Course Approved. 
 
02-06-09  MUS 493C Special Topics in Music History: Wagner’s Ring 

New topic accepted. 
 
02-06-09  IPE 323 Tourism and the Global Order 
 Course cross listing in IPE and CSOC accepted. 
 
02-10-09  PG 325 African Politics 
 New course accepted. 
 
02-17-09  FREN 210 Introduction to Conversational French 

New course accepted. 
 
02-17-09  GEOL 390 Directed Research 
 New course accepted. 
 
02-20-09  REL 351 Transvestite Saints: Gender Identity and Sexuality in the Early Church 
 New course accepted. 
 
02-23-09  CONN 302 Ethics and the Other 
 New title accepted. 
 
02-26-09  MATH 420A Advanced Topics in Mathematics: Topology 
 New topic accepted. 
 
02-27-09  PG 340 Ancient Political Thought 
 New title and description accepted. 
 
02-27-09  HIST 102 Western Civilization: 1650-1990 
 New course number accepted. 
 
02-27-09  EXSC 221 Human Physiology 
 Revised title, description, and prerequisite accepted. 
 
03-03-09  REL 350 Mysticism: The spiritual search in the Christian tradition 

New course accepted. 
 
03-03-09  HIST 102A Western Civilization: The Rise of the Modern State 

Course removed from curriculum at request of department 
 
03-03-09  REL 344 Magic and Religion 

New course accepted. 
 
03-03-09  REL 110 Magic and Religion 

Course removed from curriculum at request of department 
 
03-03-09  PG 342 Contemporary Political Theory 
 New title accepted: Contemporary Democratic Theory 
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 New description and prerequisites accepted. 
 
03-03-09  PG 341 Modern Political Theory  

New title accepted: Liberalism and its Critics 
New description accepted. 
 

03-03-09  HIST 330 Crime and Society in England 
Course removed from curriculum at request of department. 

 
03-03-09  EXSC 222 Human Anatomy and Physiology 

New title accepted: Human Anatomy 
 Revised description and prerequisite accepted 
 
03-03-09  ART 150 Constructions of Identity in the Visual Arts 

New course description accepted. 
 
03-03-09  ENGL 471C Special Topics in Writing, Rhetoric, and Culture 

New topic approved: Rhetoric of Disease 
 
03-12-09  FREN 220 French Pop Culture 

New course accepted. 
 
03-12-09  FREN 300 Introduction to French Literary Studies 

New course accepted. 
 
03-12-09  FREN 450 XXI Century French Literature 

New course accepted. 
 
03-12-09  PHIL 326 Philosophy of Language 
 New course accepted. 
 
3-13-09  REL 321 Sexuality & Christianity: Then and Now 

New course accepted. 
 
3-17-09  CHEM 363 Materials Chemistry 

New course accepted. 
 
3-17-09  HUM 131 Dionysus and the Art of the Theatre 

New course number and title accepted. 
 Was HUM 120: Crisis and Culture 
 
3-17-09  HUM 132 The Scientific and Romantic Revolutions 

New course number and title accepted. 
 Was HUM 120: Crisis and Culture 
 
3-17-09  HUM 133 Rome and Paris in Early Modern Europe: Crisis and Contemporary Contexts 

New course number accepted. 
 Was HUM 120: Crisis and Culture 
 
3-17-09  REL 450 Modernity and its Discontents 

New description accepted. 
 
3-17-09  GERM 280 Oral Proficiency through Drama 

New course accepted. 
 
3-18-09  PT 110 Analyzing Health Care 

New title accepted: Analysis in Health Care 
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New description accepted. 
 

3-18-09  PT 601 Physical Therapy Concepts and Roles 
New title accepted: Basic Physical Therapy Skills I. 
New unit value (0.5 unit) and description accepted. 

 
3-18-09  PT 602 Basic Physical Therapy Skills II. 

New course accepted. 
 
3-18-09  PT 616 Psychological Factors in Physical Therapy. 

New course number accepted: 661 
 
3-18-09  PT 625 Introduction to Critical Inquiry. 

New credit value accepted: 1 unit 
 
3-18-09  PT 626 Physical Therapy Research Proposal  

Course removed from curriculum at request of department 
 
3-18-09  PT 642 Therapeutic Exercise I 

New course accepted. 
 
3-18-09  PT 643 Therapeutic Exercise II 

New course accepted. 
 
3-18-09  PT 647 Pediatric Physical Therapy 

New title accepted: Physical Therapy Across the Lifespan: Pediatrics 
 
3-18-09  PT 656 Systemic Processes 

New title accepted: Physical Therapy Across the Lifespan: Adult Pathology 
New course number accepted: 648 

 
3-18-09  PT 649 Physical Therapy Across the Lifespan: Geriatrics 

New course accepted. 
 
3-18-09  PT 662 Clinical Research: Application to Practice 

New unit value accepted: 0.25 units 
 
3-18-09  CSOC 481 Special Topics: Minorities of China  

New special topic accepted 
 
3-20-09  ECON 325 Environmental and Natural Resource Economics 

New title accepted: Environmental Economics and Policy 
New description accepted. 

 
3-20-09  ECON 326 Natural Resource Economics and Policy 

New course accepted. 
 
3-20-09  PSYC 101 Introduction to Psychology 

New description accepted. 
 
3-20-09  PSYC 251 Introduction to Behavioral Neuroscience 
   New prerequisites accepted. 
 
3-20-09  PSYC 295 Abnormal Psychology 
   New description accepted. 
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3-20-09  PSYC 331 History and Systems in Psychology 
 New prerequisite accepted. 
 
3-20-09  PSYC 371 Psychological Testing and Measurement 

New prerequisite accepted 
 
3-20-09  PSYC 395 Developmental Psychopathology 

New prerequisite accepted. 
 
3-20-09  PSYC 373 Language Development 
 New course accepted. 
 
3-20-09  PSYC 370B Special Topics: Perceiving Self and Others 

New course letter designation accepted: 370D 
 
3-20-09  PSYC 370 Special Topics: Positive Psychology 

New course letter designation accepted: 370C 
New prerequisite accepted. 

 
3-20-09  MUS 295 Instrumental Techniques: Brass    

New course number accepted: 240 
 New description accepted. 
 
3-20-09  MUS 296 Instrumental Techniques: Percussion    

New course number accepted: 241 
 New description accepted. 
 
 
 
3-20-09  MUS 398 Instrumental Techniques: Flute, Clarinet, and Saxophone 

New title accepted: Instrumental Techniques: Single Reeds, Flute 
New course number accepted: 242 

 New description accepted. 
 
3-20-09  MUS 297 Instrumental Techniques: Double Reeds    

New course number accepted: 243 
 New description accepted. 
 
3-20-09  MUS 396 Instrumental Techniques: ‘Cello and Bass 

New title accepted: Instrumental Techniques: Lower Strings 
New course number accepted: 244 

 New description accepted. 
 
 
3-20-09  MUS 397 Instrumental Techniques: Violin and Viola    

New title accepted: Instrumental Techniques: Upper Strings 
New course number accepted: 245 

 New description accepted. 
 
3-20-09  MUS 395 Vocal Techniques    

New course number accepted: 246 
 
3-20-09  MUS 298 Techniques of Accompanying 

New course number accepted: 247 
 New course description accepted. 
 New unit value accepted: 0.50 unit 
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3-20-09  MUS 291 Instrumental Conducting and Rehearsal Techniques I 
 New title accepted: Beginning Instrumental Conducting and Rehearsal 

Techniques 
 New description accepted. 
 
3-20-09  MUS 293 Choral Conducting and Rehearsal Techniques I 
 New title accepted: Beginning Choral Conducting and Rehearsal Techniques  
 New description accepted. 
 
3-20-09  MUS 294 Choral Conducting and Rehearsal Techniques II 
 New title accepted: Advanced Choral Conducting and Rehearsal Techniques  

New unit value accepted: 1.0 unit 
New course number accepted: 390 
New description accepted. 

 
3-20-09  MUS 292 Instrumental Conducting and Rehearsal Techniques II 
 New title accepted: Advanced Instrumental Conducting and Rehearsal 

Techniques 
New course number accepted: 392 
New description accepted. 
New unit value accepted: 1 unit 

 
 
 
3-20-09  MUS 393 Secondary Music Methods 
 New title accepted: Introduction to Secondary Music Education  
 New description accepted. 
 
3-20-09  MUS 394 Elementary Music Methods 
 New title accepted: Introduction to Elementary Music Education 
 New description accepted. 
 
3-24-09  CSOC 103 Social Problems 

New description accepted. 
 
3-24-09  CSOC 202 The Family in Society 

New title accepted: The Family in Society: Critical Perspectives 
 New description accepted. 
 
3-24-09  CSOC 212 Gender in the U.S.A. 

New title accepted: Sociology of Gender 
 New description accepted. 
 
3-24-09  CSOC 295 Social Theory 
 New description accepted. 
 
3-24-09  SPAN 355 Latin American Cinema  
 New course accepted. 
 Cross listed in Latin American Studies. 
 
3-25-09  MATH 103 Introduction to Contemporary Mathematics 

New description accepted. 
 
3-25-09  MATH 170 Calculus for Business, Behavioral, and Social Sciences 

New description accepted. 
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3-31-09  PSYC 497 Practicum in Psychology 
   New description accepted. 
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APPENDIX A: WORKING GROUP ASSIGNMENTS AND 
MEMBERSHIP 

 
 
WORKING GROUP ONE:   
all Approaches core courses; Foreign Language graduation requirement; Theatre Arts curriculum 
review 

♦ Mary Rose Lamb 
♦ Kent Hooper 
♦ Brad Tomhave 
♦ Alyce DeMarais 

 
  
WORKING GROUP TWO:   
First- year seminars; Bioethics minor proposal; Comparative Sociology curriculum review; 
Humanities Program curriculum review (postponed) 

♦ Paul Loeb  
♦ Barbara Warren  
♦ John McCuistion 
♦ Tessa Wix 
♦ Alyce DeMarais  

 
  
WORKING GROUP THREE:   
Connections core review (continued from 2007-2008) and course approval; School of Music 
curriculum review 

♦ Florence Sandler  
♦ Kurt Walls  
♦ Fred Hamel 
♦ Alyce DeMarais 

  
 
WORKING GROUP FOUR:  
Upper Division Requirement review; Economics curriculum review; International Political 
Economy curriculum review 

♦ Leon Grunberg  
♦ Greg Elliott  
♦ Brad Richards  
♦ Alyce DeMarais 

  
 
WORKING GROUP FIVE:   
Asian Studies curriculum review; Special Interdisciplinary Major (SIM) proposals 

♦ Kriszta Kotsis 
♦ Brad Tomhave 
♦ Elise Richman 
♦ Alyce DeMarais  
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APPENDIX B: WORKING GROUP REPORT ON REVIEW OF 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 

 
 
Date:  March 2, 2009 
 
To:   Curriculum Committee 
 
From:   Working Group # 3 -  
  Florence Sandler, Kurt Walls, Alyce DeMarais 

Fred Hamel (sabbatical spring 2009) 
 
RE:   Curriculum Review – School of Music 
 
We first would like to affirm and appreciate the School of Music’s valuable contribution 
to the Puget Sound community.  We appreciate the challenges of working within the 
structure of a liberal arts institution while also satisfying state and National Association 
of Schools of Music (NASM) accrediting requirements.  We also want to thank the 
School of Music and Director Keith Ward for the thoroughness and lucidity of its self-
study.  
 
Upon review of the documents provided to the working group charged with assessing 
the School of Music’s Curriculum Review the working group developed  several 
questions. These questions were forwarded to Keith Ward in preparation for a 
conversation with him. The working group met with Keith in mid December 2008.  The 
questions and resulting discussion with Keith are summarized below: 
 
Based on our conversation with Keith and observations from the School of Music self-
study document, our working group notes that the study was thorough, earnest and well 
presented.  
 
1.  Conservatory vs. Liberal Arts - While the music program clearly is trying to do its 
best for music students at Puget Sound, how do you respond to the view that a more 
conservatory-like program may not reflect the vision of a liberal arts education as a 
broadly construed set of critical academic experiences, not unduly restricted to any one 
area?    
 
Keith noted that the Music program at Puget Sound is unusual for this type of institution 
(liberal arts) and is an unusual program within this university. Other liberal arts 
institutions with over 100 music majors are Oberlin College, Lawrence University, St. 
Olaf College, DePauw University, Luther College, Concordia College, Furman 
University, Houghton College, Hope College, and Illinois Wesleyan University.  As an 
“outlier” program, some tension exists between the aims of the School of Music and its 
role within a liberal arts institution.  The professional degrees (Bachelor of Music- in 
Performance, Education, or Business) are not the only degrees offered by the School of 
Music, it also offers a BA. About one quarter of the BA students double major.  The 
number of recent music majors is presented in the table below. 
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APPENDIX B, continued 
 
School of Music Graduates 2004-2008 
Year BM 

Performance 
BM 
Education 

BM 
Business 

BA (double 
majors) 

Total 
 

2004 6 3 3 11 (5) 23 
2005 9 6 1 9 (3) 25 
2006 5 8 3 5 (2) 21 
2007 4 3 1 9 (5) 17 
2008 7 4 1 4 (2) 16 
 
Every semester the faculty completes a midterm assessment (juries, academic 
progress) of each student in the School of Music. At this time, there is some movement 
of majors typically from the Bachelor of Music to a Bachelor of Arts in Music. This 
adjustment, less than five students per year, is not usually a surprise to the student. 
 
Keith assured us that the BM degrees are well grounded in the core values of the liberal 
arts.  Being in a liberal arts university “affects how we teach our courses”. He confirmed 
that all music majors must also satisfy the core requirements. He asserts that the overall 
academic expectations are higher at this institution than they would be at a 
conservatory – more breadth and more challenging academics are offered. 
 
2. Requirements for BM – Some see the music program, to use building code jargon, 
as a “non-conforming structure.”  Its major requirements exceed Puget Sound 
guidelines regarding credits in the major.  Exceptions exist, of course, and are allowed; 
yet non-conforming structures typically carry the stipulation that they cannot add to that 
nonconformity without changing law/policy.  To what extent do you feel it is necessary to 
add to the music education curriculum to fulfill the new state requirements you are 
facing?  How might these changes be accomplished using your phrase, in “the spirit of 
growth through substitution” (p.4)?   Is such a substitution possible?  
 
Over this review cycle, many subtle changes have occurred in the School of Music. 
Many of which are prompted by the changes in the state endorsement for music 
education (which take effect by fall 2009) and the continuing challenge of accreditation 
by the National Association of Schools of Music (NASM) by which Puget Sound has 
been accredited since 1947.  
 
Some curricula have been modified, some added and some dropped. The net change is 
an increase of required units for the BM degree for Choral/General is one full unit and 
for Instrumental/General is an increase of 0.75 units, bringing the total required units to 
17 and 16.75 respectively.  
 
The number of units required for these majors is a concern for most of the members of 
our working group. Keith pointed out that many majors require 16 or 17 units for 
graduation. As it is true that 43.6% of our 39 majors require 14 or more units, the BM 
degree is the only major requiring more than 11 units within the department. Below is a 
list of unit requirements by major (provided by the Associate Dean’s office). 
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APPENDIX B, continued 
 
Unit Requirement for Majors as of January 2009  
Major w/in outside Total 
  dept dept   
Art (studio) 11 0 11
Art (history) 9 0 9
Biology 9 7 16
Molecular 6 10 16
Business 10 2 12
BLP 8 6 14
Chemistry (BA) 8.5 5 13.5
Chemistry (BS) 10.5 5 15.5
Biochemistry 9 8 17
Classics (language) 10 0 10
Classics  9 1 10
Communication Studies 10 0 10
Comparative Sociology 11 0 11
Economics (BA) 9 1 10
Economics (BS) 9 2 11
English 10 0 10
Exercise Science 10 4 14
Foreign Languages and Literature (BA) 9 2 to 4 11 to 13
FL International Affairs 8 6 14
Geology 10 6 16
History 10   10
International Political Economy 3 8 11
Math/Computer Science 9 1 10
Music, Performance 17 0 17
Music, Education 16 0 16
Music, Business 13 3 16
Music, BA 10 0 10
Natural Science, Biology 6 8 14
Natural Science, Chemistry 6 8 14
Natural Science, Geology 6 8 14
Natural Science, Physics 6 8 14
Philosophy 10 0 10
Physics (BA or BS) 9 5 14
Physics (Dual Degree Engineering) 7 8 15
Politics and Government 10 1 11
Psychology 9 1 10
Religion 9 0 9
Science, Technology, & Society 3 (5) 5 13
Theatre Arts 10 0 10
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APPENDIX B, continued 
 
3.  Managing Growth - How might the music curriculum envision new structures and 
convergences of traditions for its core curriculum – so less must continually be “added” 
to a traditional (perhaps chronological or Euro-centric) core to achieve breadth and 
inclusion?  How does the music faculty conceptualize growth in curriculum beyond 
additive experiences?    
 
The School of Music has attempt to mitigate the net increase in units, via substitution, 
but has found it difficult because 1) the knowledge of music history is much broader with 
greater depth to the field, 2) skill development is important and can not be compressed, 
and, 3) music theory courses have moved beyond traditional foundations. 
 
The School of Music views the professional degree as an area of vision and distinction: 

• Vision: 
o Firmly committed to preparing students for careers in music (BM) 
o Remain devoted to music as a subject in the liberal arts (confirmed by 

offerings of BA, minor, ensembles open to non-music majors) 
o Not just a program for “performers” 

• Distinction 
o Professional degree in liberal arts school is area of distinction for 

university 
o Professional degrees attract students with talent to staff ensembles 
o Attractive program for those students who want to perform at a high level 

but not at a conservatory  
 
 
Recommendation: 
Working group three is comfortable in recommending to the Curriculum Committee a 
positive response to the Curriculum Review by the School of Music. We move to accept 
the School of Music curriculum review with reservations regarding any future expansion 
of required units for degrees offered through the School of Music.     
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APPENDIX C: EXCERPTS FROM PROPOSAL FOR NEW 
MAJORS IN THE ASIAN LANGUAGES AND CULTURES 

ASIAN STUDIES PROGRAM 
 
Introduction – the Move to Asian Studies 
 
As of July 2008, the Asian languages faculty have been housed in the Asian Studies program, by 
agreement of the chair of FLL, the director of Asian Studies, and the Academic Dean.  This 
move was thought to be beneficial to both departments and to the further development of the 
Asian language program for the following reasons: 
 

• It creates a structure and organization that is more in line with Asian 
studies/Asian language programs in the majority of our peer institutions. 

• It draws together a group of Asian Studies program courses in a cohesive way that 
will also facilitate the development of new majors that rely on both Asian 
language and Asian culture courses. 

• It facilitates administration and coordination of course schedules to ensure 
maximum availability of all major requirements. 

• It creates a coherent curricular home for the already considerable Asian Studies 
resources on campus. 

 
Curricular Issues 
 
The director of Asian Studies and the Asian language faculty were awarded a Burlington 
Northern Curriculum Development Grant in order to address the issues related to curricular 
development, faculty evaluation, budgeting, and other matters arising from the shift.  The 
meetings proved very productive and were attended by the core workshop group with additional 
sessions including Associate Dean Alyce DeMarais, Transfer Evaluator Kathleen Campbell, and 
members of the Asian Studies Committee. A significant curricular issue related to the shift was 
the question of whether or not to maintain the FLIA (Foreign Language and International 
Affairs) Japanese and Chinese majors.  The group was unanimous in its judgment that the FLIA 
majors should be eliminated for the following reasons: 
 

• The FLIA major with Asian language concentration lacks area focus – the non-
language courses are only in the social sciences, and many are not area-specific, 
leaving the students with an incomplete understanding of their target language 
country. 

• The FLIA major relies heavily (half of the required units) on courses taught 
outside of the department in which the major is granted.  This means that the 
advisors of FLIA majors have no control over scheduling and availability of fully 
half of the major requirements for their students. 

• Students of Chinese and Japanese languages consistently asked for a major that 
would allow them to complement their language studies with an in-depth 
understanding of the target culture.  Despite the abundance of humanities 
offerings in the cultures of both countries on the Puget Sound campus, there was 
no major in Japanese or Chinese that required them – a lack that clearly frustrated 
students in these language programs. 
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APPENDIX C, continued 
 
In conjunction with this re-evaluation of the FLIA major for the Asian languages, the 
participants in the Burlington Northern workshop addressed the related issue of the void created 
by the decision several years ago to eliminate the Asian Studies major.  The original Asian 
Studies major attracted students interested in learning about the languages and cultures of Asia, 
specifically China and Japan.  Though it was popular, the Asian Studies faculty felt it lacked 
disciplinary focus and did not adequately prepare majors for graduate school and other post-
graduate opportunities, and for that reason the major was eliminated.  However, this action left 
students interested in studying Asian culture with a focus on the humanities (the majority of our 
continuing language students) without a major option, despite the availability on campus of a 
large number of classes that would support such a major.  Another unintended consequence of 
the elimination of the Asian Studies major was that participants in the Pacific Rim Asia 
Study/Travel Program could not complete the requirements for an Asia-related major (i.e., FLIA 
Chinese or Japanese) within four years.  These two issues of the perceived inadequacy of the 
FLIA major in the Asian languages and the void created by the elimination of the Asian Studies 
major led the workshop participants to develop a major program that would address all of the 
concerns noted above.   
 
Asian Languages and Cultures 
 
The result of the discussion was the proposed creation of the Asian Languages and Cultures 
Program (ALC), a new component of the Asian Studies Program. As a component of the Asian 
Studies program, ALC will function under the supervision of the Asian Studies director.  The 
core of the program will be the Asian language faculty, who will be supported by the Asian 
Studies faculty.  In addition to this proposed component, the workshop developed a new major 
program that is designed to address the several issues cited above.  The new majors seek to 
resolve these issues in the following ways: 
 

• They will provide interdisciplinary majors that are still grounded in a strong 
foundation of Asian language and culture.  Unlike the FLIA major, all non-
language courses are in the humanities. 

• All courses for the majors (except for one optional choice in either the English for 
Foreign Languages Departments) are drawn from offerings in the Asian Studies 
program, bringing more coherence to the majors and allowing more control over 
scheduling of major requirements. 

• For the first time in Puget Sound’s history, the university will offer majors in 
Chinese and Japanese, as well as one in East Asian Languages. 

• Rather than supplanting or crowding out the recently established Interdisciplinary 
Emphasis in Asian Studies (IEAS) and Distinguished Asia Scholar (DAS) 
designations, the new majors provide a foundation to which these designations 
may be added.  Students who choose to add the IEAS or DAS designations will be 
required to take at least an additional five units in Asian Studies, adding breadth 
to the depth of country-specific knowledge already built into the requirements for 
the major. 

• They will provide an attainable option for Pac-Rim students who are interested in 
majoring in Asian languages and cultures. 
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APPENDIX C, continued 
 
Structure of the Majors 
 
The Burlington Northern workshop members believe that the structures of the proposed majors 
answer the needs of a range of students while also working within the limitations of staffing 
levels.  Though the FLIA framework that was developed first for the European languages did not 
count classes at the 100 level, the workshop members concluded that these should be included in 
the major requirements. The reasons for this are:  1) these character-based languages are difficult 
for native English speakers6; 2) compared to the European languages, there are fewer K-12 
programs offered in the US in the Asian languages; 3) even when those programs exist, because 
there is no standardized K-12 curriculum in either Japanese or Chinese, they lack consistency 
and often don’t cover all four skills (listening, speaking, reading, writing); 4) as a result of this 
inconsistency, the majority of our incoming freshman with backgrounds in the languages still 
need to be placed at the 100 level. 
 
For similar reasons, it is important to note that courses at the 200 level numbered higher than 202 
(such as 230, 250 or 260) may be considered “upper level” courses.  The numbering of language 
courses in Chinese and Japanese conforms to standards set by the American Council on the 
Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) and is based on the acknowledged difficulty of 
character-based languages (see footnote below).  Because language courses are sequential and 
because most of these mid-200-level courses have the prerequisite of 202, the majority of 
students in these classes are in their third year of study at Puget Sound.  Similarly, students in 
mid-300-level courses are usually in their fourth year of study at the university. 
 
Other choices made for each major and concentration are explained below. 
 

Language and Culture Concentration in Chinese and Japanese:  Prior to meeting in the 
workshop, the participating members did considerable research on majors and minors offered at 
peer institutions around the country (see some results below).  Based on those findings and on 
the need for a major with a strong disciplinary focus as outlined above, the members decided to 
require six units of language and four of culture.  Compared to majors at peer institutions this is a 
strong language requirement, but it will also allow students to finish the language requirement 
within three years on campus.  This structure allows Pac-Rim students to complete their major 
requirements and still be away from campus for the year.  This concentration is also ideal for 
students who maintain a strong enthusiasm for the culture and language but who, despite their 
efforts, may not be best served by continuing beyond the lower 300 level. 

                                                 
6 According to U.S. government calculations, it takes about 575-600 class hours to reach the General Professional 
Proficiency level (level three of five on a scale developed by the Foreign Service Institute) in Spanish and French, 
and about 750 class hours to reach the same level in German.  In contrast, for Japanese  and Chinese language 
learners to reach this proficiency level it takes about 2200 class hours. For a description of the different proficiency 
levels and a chart showing all languages see the website of the National Virtual Translation Center at 
http://www.nvtc.gov/lotw/months/november/learningExpectations.html. 
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Language and Literature Concentration in Japanese:  This major encourages students who 
are stronger in the language to pursue more upper-level  coursework, which gives them a firmer 
grounding in character reading and writing.  Though the literature classes are taught in 
translation (as is the usual practice at the undergraduate level), the added language coursework 
and the familiarity with the Japanese literary canon that students will gain from this 
concentration will prepare them well if they choose to go on to graduate school in the Japanese 
humanities.  The current proposal does not include a similar concentration in Chinese language 
and literature because there is not yet a faculty position in Chinese literature.  The goal is to 
eventually add that position and a language and literature concentration in Chinese. 
 

East Asian Languages Major: This major has the most rigorous language requirements 
and allows the most accomplished Asian language students to focus exclusively on language and 
to challenge themselves to reach the highest levels the program offers.  Over the years we have 
had several exceptional students who took three full years of both Chinese and Japanese, and this 
major would have been ideal for them.  It would also be a good choice for a heritage learner of 
Chinese or Japanese.  These are students who have grown up speaking the language at home and 
may be very good at speaking but lack a thorough knowledge of characters.  There are not 
enough upper level courses for them to take six units of their heritage language, but they could 
be advised to concentrate in the other Asian language and take the required two units of the 
second Asian language in their heritage tongue. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
In putting together the proposed majors and the new Asian Languages and Cultures program, the 
participants in the Burlington Northern Curriculum Development Grant Workshop have thought 
carefully about  who we want to be now, both within the university community and amongst our 
national peers in Asian languages, and also who we want to be in the future.  We envision a 
vibrant program that will attract even more interest in the Asian languages and cultures and 
hopefully support a new tenure-line faculty position in Chinese language and literature.  With 
that in mind, we have developed a set of majors that can serve the program now and can grow 
with it in the future.  We expect to draw interest not only from students already studying the 
languages, but also future Pac-Rim participants and prospective students seeking to major in 
Chinese or Japanese.  Puget Sound is already known in the Northwest for its innovative Pac-Rim 
program and has developed a reputation for its strong programs in Chinese and Japanese 
language instruction, and with these new majors we believe the Asian Studies program and its 
constituent components will only become stronger.   
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APPENDIX D: QUESTIONS TO FACULTY FOR CORE 
CURRICULUM REVIEW 

 
DATE:             Tuesday, February 17 
TO:                  Members of the Curriculum Committee 
FROM:            Lynda and Alyce 
  
Here is a draft of the questions for the core review.  We have revised these to reflect the input 
from last Friday’s meeting, plus some thoughtful comments provided later.  (Thanks especially 
to Florence, Kriszta, and Kurt!)  Also, we have removed some questions that may be better 
answered through the discussion sessions or by institutional research.  Please look over all of the 
questions, and let us know if you have any further feedback.  We would like to distribute the 
final version to the faculty on Thursday, February 19, so we’d like your feedback before noon 
on Thursday.  Thank you! 
  
  
DATE:             Thursday, February 19 
TO:                  Members of the Faculty 
FROM:            University Curriculum Committee 
  
The Curriculum Committee has been charged by the Senate with evaluating the effectiveness of 
the new core.  We are asking for your assistance with this task in three easy steps.  First, we ask 
that you respond to any or all of the following numbered questions, in writing, by no later than 
Friday, March 27.  We suggest that you and your colleagues discuss the questions in your 
departmental/program meetings.  You may return your written responses to Alyce DeMarais via 
e-mail (ademarais@ups.edu) or campus mail (CMB #1020).  Second, we invite you to attend any 
or all of three campus-wide meetings to discuss aspects of the core curriculum: 
  
Topic                                                   Date                                                      
First-year seminars                               Wednesday, March 4, 2009, 5:00 p.m. 
The Approaches to Knowing                Monday, March 23, 2009, 5:00 p.m. 
Connections                                         Wednesday, March 25, 2009, 5:00 p.m. 
  
At these meetings, we will solicit your input on the effectiveness of the core areas in the context 
of the core as a whole.  Finally, at the faculty meeting on April 6, 2009, at 4:00 p.m., we will 
evaluate what we have learned through this process and discuss the core as a whole. 
  
The purpose of this exercise is to assess whether or not our “new” core has achieved its 
objectives (see below).  To facilitate your evaluation, we have added some background 
information on each of the core areas including the intent, learning objectives, and information 
from reviews of each core area.  The objectives of the core curriculum, and other aspects of the 
curriculum, are set out in the Curriculum Statement 
(http://www2.ups.edu/dean/zzzz/CurricCore/curricstate.shtml). Reviews of each core area have 
been conducted over the past four years on a schedule determined by the faculty, culminating in 
a review of the core as a whole this academic year.   
  

mailto:ademarais@ups.edu�
https://webmail.ups.edu/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www2.ups.edu/dean/zzzz/CurricCore/curricstate.shtml�
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The Office of Institutional Research has conducted reviews of student responses and opinions 
regarding the core curriculum.  The results of these analyses are available via your Cascade 
web account.  From your Cascade menu, go to the Institutional Research Reports site and click 
on Surveys. 
  
The Core Curriculum Objectives   
The faculty of the University of Puget Sound designed the core curriculum to give 
undergraduates an integrated and demanding introduction to the life of the mind and to 
established methods of intellectual inquiry.  Further, in accordance with the stated 
educational goals of the University of Puget Sound, core curriculum requirements have 
been established: (a) to improve each student's grasp of the intellectual tools necessary for 
the understanding and communication of ideas; (b) to enable each student to understand 
herself or himself as a thinking person capable of making ethical and aesthetic choices; (c) 
to help each student comprehend the diversity of intellectual approaches to understanding 
human society and the physical world; and (d) to increase each student's awareness of his 
or her place in those broader contexts. (From the Curriculum Statement.) 
  
  
FIRST-YEAR SEMINARS 
  
Background: 
In developing the new core, the faculty decided to devote one seminar specifically to writing and 
verbal skills (Writing and Rhetoric, i.e., argumentation in both written and oral form). A second 
first-year seminar focuses on theme (Scholarly and Creative Inquiry) with the opportunity for 
sustained intellectual enquiry. The two are related in that the Writing and Rhetoric seminar might 
employ a theme to the extent that it facilitates the teaching of communication skills, while the 
Scholarly and Creative Inquiry seminar requires substantial writing.   
  
The Puget Sound undergraduate's core experience begins with two first-year seminars that guide 
the student through an in-depth exploration of a focused area of interest and that sharpen the 
student's skills in constructing persuasive arguments. First Year seminars may not be used to 
meet major or minor requirements, nor may students enroll in them after fulfilling the core 
requirement. Students may not enroll in more than one seminar per term. 
  
Scholarly and Creative Inquiry Seminar (SCIS) 
Learning Objectives: The purpose of this core area is to introduce students to the processes of 
scholarly and creative inquiry through direct participation in that inquiry. Students in a Scholarly 
and Creative Inquiry Seminar gain a degree of mastery that comes with deep exposure to a 
focused seminar topic. They increase their ability to frame and explore questions, to support 
claims, and to respond to others' questions and differing opinions. Finally, students develop and 
demonstrate their intellectual independence by engaging in substantive written work on the topic 
in papers or projects.  
[Link to guidelines: http://www2.ups.edu/dean/zzzz/CurricCore/core/si.shtml] 
  
1.      Does the SCIS support the objectives of the core curriculum? 
2.      Should we develop a mechanism to assess to what degree SCIS courses are achieving the 

learning objectives for this core area? 

https://webmail.ups.edu/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www2.ups.edu/dean/zzzz/CurricCore/core/si.shtml�
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Writing and Rhetoric Seminar 
Learning objectives: In each Seminar in Writing and Rhetoric, students encounter the two central 
aspects of the humanistic tradition of rhetorical education: argumentation and effective oral and 
written expression. Students in these seminars develop the intellectual habits and language 
capabilities to construct persuasive arguments and to write and speak effectively for academic 
and civic purposes. 
[Link to guidelines: http://www2.ups.edu/dean/zzzz/CurricCore/core/wr.shtml] 
  
3.      Does the Writing and Rhetoric seminar support the objectives of the core curriculum? 
4.      Is the Writing and Rhetoric course too ambitious?  Specifically, can written and oral 

argumentation be taught in the context of a theme in one course?  
5.      Should we develop a mechanism to assess to what degree Writing and Rhetoric courses are 

achieving the learning objectives of this core area? 
  
THE APPROACHES 
Puget Sound students study five "Approaches to Knowing" - Fine Arts, Humanities, 
Mathematics, Natural Science, and Social Science. These core areas develop the student's 
understanding of different disciplinary perspectives on society, culture, and the physical world, 
and explore both the strengths of those disciplinary approaches and their limitations. 
  
Fine Arts Approaches 
Learning Objectives: Students in Fine Arts Approaches courses acquire an understanding and 
appreciation of an artistic tradition and develop their skills in the critical analysis of art. This 
course should be taken during the first three years. 
[Link to Fine Arts Approaches rubric: http://www2.ups.edu/dean/zzzz/CurricCore/core/fn.shtml] 
  
Background: 
In the review of this core area “some faculty members felt the rubric did not express what is 
covered in the courses where they teach the social context of art and how it is made and used. 
Several noted that an experiential component of their course is critical and are in favor of adding 
back a specific mention of an experiential component to the core area guidelines.”   
  
6.      Does the Fine Arts Approaches area support the objectives of the core curriculum? 
7.      Should the core rubric specify an experiential component of the courses? 
  
Background: 
The review of this core area noted “the number of courses that fulfill this core requirement is 
relatively small [19 courses within the Fine Arts (FA) area while the Humanistic Approaches 
area has 56 courses]. The faculty members suggested bringing more courses into the FA core 
area. The faculty noted that some Humanistic Approaches core courses might “fit” in the FA 
core area by topic, but not by approach. While the FA rubric does not preclude studio art courses, 
enrollment pressures on these courses would be too great if they were designated as FA core 
courses.” 

The HEDS Senior Survey results indicate that Puget Sound students reported less 
development of aesthetic appreciation than students at other institutions.  

https://webmail.ups.edu/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www2.ups.edu/dean/zzzz/CurricCore/core/wr.shtml�
https://webmail.ups.edu/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www2.ups.edu/dean/zzzz/CurricCore/core/fn.shtml�
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8.      Should the fine arts and humanistic approaches core categories be combined, requiring a 

student to take two courses from “humanities and the fine arts”? 
9.      Is there a difference between the expression “aesthetic appreciation” and what is emphasized 

in FA courses (e.g. contextual understanding rooted in aesthetic qualities rather than simply 
aesthetic appreciation)? 

  
Humanistic Approaches 
Learning objectives:  Students in courses in Humanistic Approaches acquire an understanding of 
how humans have addressed fundamental questions of existence, identity, and values and 
develop an appreciation of these issues of intellectual and cultural experience. Students also learn 
to explicate and to evaluate critically products of human reflection and creativity. This course 
should be taken during the first three years. 
[Link to guidelines: http://www2.ups.edu/dean/zzzz/CurricCore/core/hm.shtml] 
  
Background: 
This core area encompasses all of the humanistic disciplines: History, Language and Literature, 
Philosophy, etc.  Moving to the new core presumably would have had little effect on the majors 
in those humanistic disciplines; however, it may affect exposure to the humanities for those 
students in majors outside the humanistic disciplines.  A number of courses once offered under 
Humanistic or Historical Perspective have since been redesigned as SCIS seminars.   
  
10.  Does the Humanistic Approaches area support the objectives of the core curriculum? 
11.  Does the consolidation of all humanistic disciplines into one core area, coupled with the 

foreign language requirement, limit students’ exposure to the humanities to a preponderance 
of lower-level language courses? 

  
Natural Scientific Approaches 
Learning objectives: Students in Natural Scientific Approaches courses develop an 
understanding of scientific methods. They also acquire knowledge of the fundamental elements 
of one or more natural sciences. This course should be taken during the first three years. 
[Link to guidelines: http://www2.ups.edu/dean/zzzz/CurricCore/core/ns.shtml] 
  
12.  Does the Natural Scientific Approaches area support the objectives of the core curriculum? 
13.  Have class sizes in this core area led to difficulty with respect to writing or other 

assignments? 
14.  Is the required laboratory component of these courses key to this core area? 
  
Mathematical Approaches 
Learning objectives:  Students in Mathematical Approaches courses develop an appreciation of 
the power of Mathematics and formal methods to provide a way of understanding a problem 
unambiguously, describing its relation to other problems, and specifying clearly an approach to 
its solution. Students in Mathematical Approaches courses develop a variety of mathematical 
skills, an understanding of formal reasoning, and a facility with applications. This course should 
be taken during the first three years. 
[Link to guidelines: http://www2.ups.edu/dean/zzzz/CurricCore/core/ma.shtml] 

https://webmail.ups.edu/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www2.ups.edu/dean/zzzz/CurricCore/core/hm.shtml�
https://webmail.ups.edu/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www2.ups.edu/dean/zzzz/CurricCore/core/ns.shtml�
https://webmail.ups.edu/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www2.ups.edu/dean/zzzz/CurricCore/core/ma.shtml�
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Background: 
In a review of this core area the faculty noted “that the wording of the core rubrics did not 
adequately address the abstract reasoning skills that students develop in Calculus, one of the 
courses that can be used to satisfy this core.  The department was to draft an amended version of 
the rubrics so that Calculus did meet the requirements.”   
  
15.  Does the Mathematical Approaches area support the objectives of the core curriculum? 
16.  Was the amendment to the rubric completed? If so, should the proposed change into the 

language of the Mathematical Approaches core rubric? 

17.  About two thirds of all students satisfy the Mathematics Approaches core requirement by 
taking statistics while enrollments in other courses have decreased.  Should measures be 
taken to modify the distribution of enrollment in this core area? 

Social Scientific Approaches 
Learning objectives:  The social sciences provide systematic approaches to understanding 
relationships that arise among individuals, organizations, or institutions. Students in a course in 
the Social Scientific Approach to Knowing acquire an understanding of theories about individual 
or collective behavior within a social environment and of the ways that empirical evidence is 
used to develop and test those theories. This course should be taken during the first three years. 
[Link to guidelines: http://www2.ups.edu/dean/zzzz/CurricCore/core/sl.shtml] 
  
18.  Does the Social Scientific Approaches area support the objectives of the core curriculum? 
19.  Should all courses in the Social Scientific Approaches core area use empirical evidence to 

both develop and test theories about behavior?  Would it be preferable to modify the rubric to 
read: “…environment and of the ways that empirical evidence is used to analyze a model, 
test a hypothesis, or examine a perspective.” 

  

CONNECTIONS 
Learning objectives:  Students in Connections courses develop their understanding of the 
interrelationship of fields of knowledge by exploring connections and contrasts between various 
disciplines with respect to disciplinary methodology and subject matter. 
[Link to guidelines: http://www2.ups.edu/dean/zzzz/CurricCore/core/cn.shtml] 
  
20.  Does the Connections area support the objectives of the core curriculum? 
21.  Should interdisciplinarity be the focus of the Connections courses, or should the focus be 

shifted to content? Specifically, since Connections is intended to serve as a capstone course 
in the core, should we require Connections courses to focus on problems facing the students 
in the world into which they are about to emerge, and on the ways the resources of 
knowledge, presumably from different disciplines, might be harnessed to help solve those 
problems?  (Suggested areas of concern include climate change, race, globalization, etc.)  

22.  Should the Connections course incorporate a skill requirement (e.g., writing)? 

https://webmail.ups.edu/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www2.ups.edu/dean/zzzz/CurricCore/core/sl.shtml�
https://webmail.ups.edu/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www2.ups.edu/dean/zzzz/CurricCore/core/cn.shtml�
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GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
Although technically considered outside the core, Puget Sound students have two graduation 
requirements.  In thinking about the curriculum overall, we ask the following: 
  
Upper Division Graduation Requirement 
In order to receive the baccalaureate degree from the University of Puget Sound, a student must 
have earned at least three units outside the first major at the upper division level, which is 
understood to be 300 or 400 level courses or 200 level courses with at least two prerequisites. 
  
23.  Has the upper-division graduation requirement been successful in promoting depth of study 

in a field outside the students’ majors (“breadth”)? 
24.  It is perceived that this requirement can be satisfied more easily by students in some majors 

and is difficult for students in other majors, particularly those majors that are inherently 
“interdisciplinary.”  Is this an issue that should be addressed by modifying the requirement? 

  
Foreign Language Graduation Requirement 
In order to receive the baccalaureate degree from the University of Puget Sound, a student must 
have satisfied the Foreign Language Graduation Requirement by at least one of the following: 

•        Successfully completing two semesters of a foreign language at the 101-102 college 
level, or one semester of a foreign language at the 200 level or above; 

•        Passing a University of Puget Sound approved foreign language proficiency exam at 
the third-year high school or first-year college level; 

•        Receiving a score of 4 or 5 on an Advanced Placement foreign language exam or a 
score of 5, 6, or 7 on the International Baccalaureate Higher Level foreign language 
exam. 

  
25.  It was thought that students who had completed 3-4 years of high school foreign language 

courses would take and pass a proficiency exam in that language and thus fulfill the 
graduation requirement.  It seems many students are opting to take a full year of introductory 
language rather than the proficiency exam or a 200-level language course. Should all 
incoming first-year students who have had three or more years of a language be prevented 
from enrolling in the first semester of that language?  

26.  Alternatively, should all incoming students with three or more years of a language be 
required to take a language proficiency exam during orientation week, with those who do not 
pass the exam then permitted to enroll in either 101 or 102 but for no academic credit?  

27.  Would a two-year requirement be a more meaningful requirement, leading to better prepared 
graduates? 

  
  
General 
Background: 
In the review of the approaches core areas, faculty noted that “it is difficult to address the needs 
of a major and the core area in one course. Courses for majors often need to be surveys while the 
approach to fulfillment of the core may be quite different. Some departments address this by 
keeping the major requirements and the core courses as separate courses. Other 
departments/courses address both roles.” 
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28.  Is the core/major tension a significant problem to address?  If yes, what solutions could be 

offered to alleviate this tension? 
  
Thank you very much for your time in conducting this review of the core curriculum. 
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APPENDIX E: RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS TO FACULTY 
FOR CORE CURRICULUM REVIEW 

  
response #1 
I have two things to say in regard to the questions. First, I teach in the Scholarly/Creative Inquiry 
rubric. I believe this is one of the strongest aspects of our core. I work diligently to be certain 
that the course satisfies the establish guidelines. I even go through extensive explanations for the 
students as to how the course meets those guidelines. Many students think that the core is 
“something to get out of the way.” I try to show them how this is central to a liberal arts 
experience. I am attaching my syllabus for the course so that you can see that I even include the 
core guidelines for the students so that when we do something in class in particular, or when we 
work on a focused topic for a LONG time, they get it. As to the question about an assessment 
instrument: I don’t believe that a single instrument is practical or desirable. A conscientious 
professor must design the course according to guidelines and then assess if it works. If not, the 
syllabus must be changed. 
 
Second, even though I don’t teach in the fine arts core, I was on the committee that settled on the 
final language of the guidelines. We discussed (and hotly debated) the use of the word aesthetics 
(there were some who did not like that word) and the phrase aesthetic appreciation. I am adamant 
that that phrase be maintained. While context can be important, one can learn to appreciate art as 
an object independent of context. A Beethoven symphony, for example, can be appreciated 
without any knowledge of Beethoven’s life.    It should be up to the professor to decide if context 
is necessary in any given case.  
 
response #2  
 
Does the Fine Arts Approaches area support the core curriculum objectives (see section in bold 
font above)?   
Yes. 
 
Should the core rubric specify an experiential component of the courses? 
I would say no.  (I’m not even sure that I understand the term “experiential”—maybe define that 
more clearly in the discussion meetings.  Is that the creation of a work of art, or is it some sort of 
activity that takes place outside the classroom that instructors see as learning through 
experience (seeing a play, concert, or author reading, etc.)?  
But if “experiential” means any of these things, my sense is that a course without an experiential 
component can still fulfill the purposes of the FA courses. The instructor is the best judge of what 
will best serve the goals of his/her particular course.   
 
The HEDS Senior Survey results indicate that Puget Sound students reported less development 
of aesthetic appreciation than students at other institutions.  
I would be interested to know how those students define aesthetic appreciation.  Question 4 
seems to be getting at the point that we want students to leave the university understanding how 
to approach an artistic work with confidence and understanding, whether or not they feel that 
they have developed, as a result of their time at UPS, a deep love for music, art, etc.  I agree that 
this goal for FA courses should be clarified. 
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Should the fine arts and humanistic approaches core categories be combined, requiring a student 
to take two courses from “humanities and the fine arts”? 
I don’t have a problem with this.  It seems that the fine arts and humanistic approaches courses 
are serving similar purposes.  I don’t have the sense that in my department anyone has deeply 
felt convictions about the idea that to be well-rounded a student must experience both an FA and 
an HM course before they leave college.  Combining the categories might give students more 
choice in making their course selections, which is ultimately a good thing for helping students to 
see the core courses as an opportunity to explore, rather than an onerous obligation to cover all 
course categories. 
 
Is there a difference between the expression “aesthetic appreciation” and what is emphasized in 
FA courses (e.g. contextual understanding rooted in aesthetic qualities rather than simply 
aesthetic appreciation)? 
I would say that contextual understanding cannot be assumed in the expression “aesthetic 
appreciation.”  If context is to be part of the goals of an FA course (which I think it should), that 
should be explicit in the university’s guidelines, and in students’ exit assessment of FA courses. 
 
Does the Humanistic Approaches area support the core curriculum objectives (see section in bold 
font above)? 
Yes. 
 
Does the consolidation of all humanistic disciplines into one core area, coupled with the foreign 
language requirement, limit students’ exposure to the humanities to a preponderance of lower-
level language courses? 
I don’t see why it would.  Wouldn’t consolidation require that students take some HM courses 
that move beyond the required foreign language credits?   
Maybe this is another question that needs some more explanation during the faculty discussion 
sessions to make the concerns of the committee clearer?  
 
response #3  
  
My Hum 119 was a very ambitious course, and Jack Roundy did a wonderful job of putting the 
right students in it, according to interest.  I would say that it was a huge advantage for me to be a 
Writing Instructor teaching the SCIS in the Fall, since at least half of what we did pertained to 
Writing instruction.  I do think that it is unlikely that faculty without this expertise or interest can 
be as ambitious in SCIS in the Fall, since the students haven’t as yet had a college-level writing 
course, and the rubric, if taken seriously, demands that students actually go beyond the kind of 
inquiry that they do in W & R.  Two or three of my students were in the low B range—they just 
couldn’t make this transition, despite extra help.  I don’t think this would have been the case if 
they had had W & R in the Fall instead.  I’m not sure how to redress this.  I also am concerned 
because the students indicated to me that they were doing much more demanding work than were 
other first-year students in SCIS and some of my advisees have expressed disappointment in 
their W & R this term (that they are too easy after last term and they feel that they are ready for 
something more demanding).  But they are in the minority, so this may not be an issue. 
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About Connections:  I voted against it consistently as we discussed it because it did not seem to 
be conceptually sound, practical in terms of disciplinary work on the 300 level in at least two 
areas, and realistic to expect juniors and seniors to want to take a 300 core course with so many 
other students after finally getting to do exciting and focused work in a major.  My experience 
teaching Connections makes me think that I was correct about all of this, but because about a 
third of the students did stellar work, I am happy to keep trying.  Many, however, just checked 
out.  And lots complained about not knowing exactly what we were doing, despite a clear course 
methodology, an interdisciplinary methodology. Etc.  However, now that I’ve managed to get to 
teach in my area of expertise in this Core, I would be DISMAYED if we were to make yet 
another Core category (as we effectively did in W & R through our rubric) historically and 
ideologically focused.  We’ve voted history out of the Core, and increasingly we seem to be 
asking faculty to teach in a Core that is entirely “modern” or historically narrow.  If anything, I 
would be in favor of getting rid of Connections to let students take an upper-level seminar in a 
field outside the major.  That seems to me to be sounder than loading even more onto what may 
well prove an unteachable Core.  My two cents--Denise 
  
  
response #4 
 
First-year seminars 
 
In my limited experience the SCIS seminar works well. 
 
However, I have not found the residential seminar format productive for teaching.  While it 
provided some opportunities for field trips outside class, overall, rather than promoting learning 
it seemed to have promoted extensive socializing and intellectual mediocrity (admittedly this is 
based on only one class experience). 
 
Fine Arts Approaches 
 
Question no. 7:  
I believe the experiential component is an important part of the Fine Arts Approaches Core, yet I 
also believe careful thought is necessary to define exactly what is meant by “experiential 
component.” 
 
Question no. 8:  
It appears that combining the Fine Arts and Humanistic Approaches is problematic and will not 
be widely supported by faculty.   
 
I have, however, an alternative proposal: 
The current Fine Arts core area should be renamed and redefined as Fine and Literary Arts.  
Classes in this core area would be linked by the study and analysis of aesthetic expression and 
response to this type of expression (be it in music, the visual arts, theater, or literature).  The 
emphasis on the study of aesthetic expression would sufficiently distinguish this area from the 
Humanities Core Area.  It would also draw attention to aesthetic experience and its analysis and 
would offer a broader range of fields to draw from for the courses offered in this core area (e.g. 
courses from English, Foreign Languages, Classics could be offered in this core area).  This  
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would hopefully alleviate the enrollment pressures on existing Fine Arts Core classes, would 
provide more choices for students, would create a better balance vis-à-vis the Humanities core 
area, and would also make the distinctive features of the two areas clearer.   Perhaps a bolstering 
of the Fine and Literary Arts core would elevate the profile of this area and would lead to more 
favorable senior surveys (regarding the “development of aesthetic appreciation” which is 
currently seen as not as good at UPS as at our peer institutions.) 
 
I believe the rubric of this area needs to be revised; as part of the revision, stronger emphasis 
should be placed on the study/analysis of aesthetic expression and responses (rather than 
appreciation). 
 
Connections 
 
Question 22: 
I would favor either a redefinition of the content of the Connections area or even the elimination 
of Connections. 
 
Foreign Languages Requirement 
 
Question 25.  
Yes, I would strongly favor preventing students who have taken 3 or 4 years of a foreign 
language in high school to be able to enroll into classes of the same language at the introductory 
level for academic credit at UPS.   
 
Question 26.  
Instituting a proficiency exam during orientation week would be helpful; not allowing students 
with 3-4 years of experience of a foreign language to enroll into introductory courses of the same 
language for academic credit is important and I would strongly support it; it would have a 
number of beneficial effects: it would level the playing field and would prevent the getting of 
“easy As;” it would also elevate the intellectual rigor of our institution. 
 
Question 27.  
I would strongly favor a two-year requirement of foreign language for all students if this could 
be made possible.  Studying a foreign language not in a native context for one year only usually 
provides a very rudimentary understanding of the language, while two years could actually 
provide good proficiency. 
 
However, given the pressures of enrollment and staffing problems, I would also favor a more 
strenuous enforcement of students taking courses appropriate to their level of knowledge, as 
suggested in questions 25 and 26; this might be a more feasible solutions than requiring two 
years of language study.  (However, I would still like to emphasize that two years of foreign 
language study should be the requirement.) 
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We should pay attention to the fact that the “Results from the HEDS Senior Survey indicate that 
Puget Sound students are less likely than students at peer institutions to report enhancement in 
their foreign language skills.”  Diversity is an important goal for UPS as an institution.  One 
obvious way to promote diversity is to teach students a foreign language which immediately 
introduces them to a different type of thinking and a different culture.  I believe it is very 
important to educate our students in foreign languages—it will make them more successful and 
better rounded citizens. 
 
response #5 
 
21.     Should interdisciplinarity be the focus of the Connections courses, or should the focus be 
shifted to content?  
  
Switching the focus of Connections to content strikes me as moving dangerously close to 
activism.  By focusing on issues such as the ones mentioned (climate change, diversity and race, 
etc.), the potential seems great for politically correct viewpoints to be merged with the academic 
nature of the course.  How would a student who does not believe climate change is a top priority, 
or that government should be involved in preventing it, fare in a course designed to focus on 
“the ways the resources of knowledge might be harnessed to help solve the problem”?  This 
proposal seems extremely dangerous to me.  There must be a separation between the analytic 
pursuit of knowledge and policies that one seeks to implement in the world.  To require students 
to take classes that are, essentially, activism-training classes violates the very purpose of the 
university.  I realize, of course, that such classes do have a place on campus, but that place is, as 
I understand it, properly understood as a voluntary one.  If a student wants to take, for example, 
Professor Kessel’s course on poverty, fine.  But to require students to take classes that deal with 
problems of concern to certain members of the faculty and to focus those courses on solutions is 
a very bad idea. 
  
24.     It is perceived that this requirement can be satisfied more easily by students in some 
majors and is difficult for students in other majors, particularly those majors that are inherently 
“interdisciplinary.”  Is this an issue that should be addressed by modifying the requirement? 
  
An IPE or FLIA student should not be exempt from the upper-division requirement simply 
because their programs are interdisciplinary.  Unless those majors claim that every class on 
campus fits under their umbrella, there are plenty of courses which can be used to meet this 
requirement.  The purpose of the requirement is to get students to explore in greater detail than 
introductory courses can offer fields that go beyond their own specialized fields of study.  All 
students, even those who are already studying interdisciplinary fields, should meet this 
standard.  That is the very purpose of a liberal arts education. 
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response #6 
  
19.  Should all courses in the Social Scientific Approaches core area use empirical evidence to 
both develop and test theories about behavior? Would it be preferable to modify the rubric to 
read: “…environment and of the ways that empirical evidence is used to analyze a model, test a 
hypothesis, or examine a perspective.” 
  
  
No.  Social science is not only about empirical testing.  PG 104, the introductory course in 
normative political theory, would no longer be a part of the core curriculum under this standard. 
 In my view, it is fundamental, in social science inquiry, to consider in complex theoretical terms 
the values and norms that underlie social/political relationships.  Theory (including normative 
theory) is necessary to ground hypotheses and develop empirical models.  This is an essential 
part of the process of social science inquiry, and should not be deemed non-essential to the 
social scientific “way of knowing.”  
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(Summarized by Alyce DeMarais and Lynda Livingston) 

 
As part of an assessment of the University of Puget Sound core curriculum, the Curriculum 
Committee has solicited input from the faculty.  Members of the faculty were invited to respond 
to a set of questions and to attend any or all of three open sessions.  The following summarizes 
the results of the written responses received and the open session discussions. 
 
First Year Seminars 
 
Written Responses: 
 
Three of the six questionnaire responses mentioned the freshman seminars.  All were focused on 
SCIS; comments about WR simply served as foils for SCIS comments. 
 
All SCIS comments were essentially positive: “I believe this to be one of the strongest aspects of 
our core.”  Responding faculty believe that SCIS courses support the objectives of our 
curriculum. 
 
logistics 
♦ A student can appreciate how her SCIS course meets the guidelines, given explicit exposition 

by the instructor. 
♦ There can be a huge advantage to writing instructors who teach SCIS in fall.  Faculty who are 

not writing instructors may not be able to concentrate as much on writing in fall courses 
(since “the rubric, if taken seriously, demands that students actually go beyond the kind of 
inquiry they do in W&R”). 

♦ Students who have difficulty in a fall SCIS might have been better served by taking WR first.  
 
assessment: 
“I don’t believe that a single instrument is practical or desirable. A conscientious professor must 
design the course according to guidelines and then assess if it works. If not, the syllabus must be 
changed.” 
 
miscellaneous: 
The residential format may not work well: “rather than promoting learning it seemed to have 
promoted extensive socializing and intellectual mediocrity” (one response, based on one class). 
 
 
Open Session: Wednesday, March 4, 2009 
 
In attendance: Terry Beck, Jane Carlin, Doug Cannon, Julie Christoph, Alyce DeMarais, Brad 
Dillman, Lisa Ferrari, Peter Greenfield, Suzanne Holland, Zaixin Hong, Kent Hooper, Renee 
Houston, Jim Jasinski, Nick Kontogeorgopoulos, Kriszta Kotsis, Grace Livingston, Lynda 
Livingston, Julie Neff-Lippman, Steve Neshyba, Eric Orlin, Hans Ostrom, John Rindo, Jac 
Royce, Florence Sandler, David Tinsley, Brad Tomhave, Alexa Tullis, Barbara Warren, Linda 
Williams 
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• Began with an overview of the original intention of the two first year seminars (provided 
by Florence Sandler): 

o One course focusing on “skills,” with a subordinate theme (Writing and Rhetoric, 
WR) 

o One course exciting intellectual inquiry with secondary attention to skills 
(Scholarly and Creative Inquiry Seminar, SCIS) 

• Confirmed SCIS intended to provide opportunity for writing 
o Part of the rubric 
o Curriculum Committee (CC) looks at how proposed SCIS addresses writing 
o Mixed responses from students (via focus groups): some thought WR better for 

teaching writing, some thought SCIS better; but all seminars addressed 
o Many (most?) students do not see the distinction between the two seminars 

• WR particularly burdened by rubric: too many components must be addressed in one 
semester 

• Noted that seminars are not the only place to teach writing: 
o Writing can not be taught in one class (or even two classes) 
o “Writing Across the Curriculum” 
o All courses in almost all majors have significant writing component  

• The term “seminar” an issue: seminar defined as “a group of advanced students studying 
under a professor with each doing original research and all exchanging results through 
reports and discussion” (Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary) 

o Not “advanced” students 
o However, small class size supports discussion and intensive study 

• Noted that faculty need to be trained to teach writing and argumentation skills (beyond 
workshops) 

• Talked about sequencing: 
o Although it may be helpful to have students take WR prior to SCIS, may not be 

logistically possible 
o Some faculty note difference in student prep from fall to spring, confounded by 

student choice of seminar (in spring, students may take seminar based on time 
rather than subject) 

o Could reinforce connection between WR and SCIS: all writing is based in genre 
therefore there are different kinds of writing 

o Would it be better to have SCIS taken in the second year?   
 This would sacrifice an intensive first year experience across both 

semesters but would bring better-prepared students into SCIS 
 Would add a core component to the second year 
 Difficult to have a common experience in the second year because not all 

majors “track” in the same way 
 Students have more fixed interests in the second year therefore my 

exacerbate the issue of students not getting the SCIS they “want” 
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• Be transparent with the students about goals and challenges of the course(s) 
o First year seminars are distinctive (and students have not yet declared a major) 
o Tell students this (the seminar) is just a taste of an area of study (motivate 

students to take more courses) 
o Without frustration, it’s not scholarship – tell students this 
o Initially explaining what the course is about, the rationale and objectives, would 

be helpful; perhaps devise a “common curriculum” for the outset: 
 Let students know why they are there 
 Let students know what it means to be a scholar 
 Introduction to writing 
 Seminar as a gateway to more in depth study 

 
 

Approaches to Knowing 
 
Written Responses: 
 
Humanistic 
One faculty member addressed this core area directly.  Her opinion was that the Humanistic 
Approaches core area supported the objectives of the overall university core, and that the 
consolidation of all humanistic disciplines into a single area did not limit students’ exposure to 
lower-level language courses (“Wouldn’t consolidation require that students take some HM 
courses that move beyond the required foreign language credits?”). 
  
Social Scientific 
One faculty member addressed this core area directly.  Her opinion was that the guidelines for 
the Social Scientific Approaches core area did not need to require explicit inclusion of empirical 
testing.  “Social science is not only about empirical testing…”  What she views as “fundamental” 
for this area is “to consider in complex theoretical terms the vales and norms that underlie 
social/political relationships” (emphasis original). 
 
Fine Arts 
Three faculty addressed issues in the Fine Arts (FA) core.  The primary topics of interest were 
(1) the difference between “contextual understanding rooted in aesthetic qualities” and “aesthetic 
appreciation”; (2) the need for an experiential component in FA courses; and (3) a possible 
combination of FA and Humanistic Approaches courses. 
 
(1) Is there a difference between the expression “aesthetic appreciation” and what is 
emphasized in FA courses (e.g. contextual understanding rooted in aesthetic qualities rather 
than simply aesthetic appreciation)? 
 
Responding faculty wished that the terms were clearer:  For example, does “aesthetic 
appreciation” mean the ability to “approach an artistic work with confidence or understanding,” 
or a deep love for the arts?  However, using their unique interpretations of the question, 
respondents came to different conclusions about whether context should be a required 
component of FA courses: 
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♦ “While context can be important, one can learn to appreciate art as an object independent of 

context…. It should be up to the professor to decide if context is necessary in any given case.” 
♦ Context is distinct from aesthetic appreciation.  Context should be part of the FA guidelines. 
 
 
(2)  Should the core rubric specify an experiential component of the courses? 
 
The responses here followed the same patterns as those above: a request for a clear definition of 
terms, then disagreement: 
 
♦ What is an “experiential” component?  Creation of art?  An activity? 
♦ Yes, this is an important component of FA courses. 
♦ No, let the instructor decide what approach will best serve the goals of her course. 
 
 
 
(3)  Should the fine arts and humanistic approaches core categories be combined, requiring a 
student to take two courses from “humanities and the fine arts”? 
 
The two faculty specifically addressing this question were supportive of such a combination 
(although one expressed doubt that the full faculty would agree).  For example: 
 

I don’t have a problem with this.  It seems that the fine arts and humanistic 
approaches courses are serving similar purposes…Combining the categories 
might give students more choice in making their course selections, which is 
ultimately a good thing for helping students to see the core courses as an 
opportunity to explore, rather than an onerous obligation to cover all course 
categories. 

 
In response to our ongoing consideration of this idea in the Curriculum Committee, Kriszta 
Kotsis has offered the following suggestion: 
 

The current Fine Arts core area should be renamed and redefined as Fine and Literary 
Arts.  Classes in this core area would be linked by the study and analysis of aesthetic expression 
and response to this type of expression (be it in music, the visual arts, theater, or literature).  The 
emphasis on the study of aesthetic expression would sufficiently distinguish this area from the 
Humanities Core Area.  It would also draw attention to aesthetic experience and its analysis and 
would offer a broader range of fields to draw from for the courses offered in this core area (e.g., 
courses from English, Foreign Languages, Classics could be offered in this core area).  This 
would hopefully alleviate the enrollment pressures on existing Fine Arts Core classes, would 
provide more choices for students, would create a better balance vis-à-vis the Humanities core 
area, and would also make the distinctive features of the two areas clearer.  Perhaps a bolstering 
of the Fine and Literary Arts core would elevate the profile of this area and would lead to more 
favorable senior surveys (regarding the “development of aesthetic appreciation” which is 
currently seen as not as good at UPS as at our peer institutions). 
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Open Session: Monday, March 23, 2009 
 
In attendance: Doug Cannon, Alyce DeMarais, Judith Kay, Kriszta Kotsis, Mary Rose Lamb, 
Lynda Livingston, Julie Neff-Lippman, Matt Pickard, Florence Sandler, Brad Tomhave, Alexa 
Tullis, Linda Williams 
 

• Our discussion focused mainly on the Fine Arts and Humanistic Approaches areas 
• There are two views of regarding these two areas: 

o There is a lot of overlap among the courses in these two areas, and the fine arts 
approaches art courses are art history and 

o These are distinct areas of inquiry 
• Although there is agreement that these are distinct areas of inquiry, would it make sense 

to combine the two areas for practicality (there are relatively few fine arts courses with 
the preponderance offered through art and music) and have students take two courses? 

o Some students find it difficult to fulfill their fine arts core requirement because of 
the narrow range of courses offered, if not the number of courses offered in a 
given semester 

o Combining the two areas, however, would muddy that these are two distinct 
methods of inquiry 

o Some noted that enrollments are an issue: can’t teach “experience” to a class of 28 
o Some faculty would have difficulty with this as they are very different ways of 

knowing 
• Should the “experiential” component be returned to the fine arts approaches rubric? 

o May need to define “experience” – for example, in an art history course, students 
do not make art, but they do “experience” art and space 

o Experiential component is the distinction between fine arts and humanities 
o Perhaps charge a group to refine the definition and rubric 

• Regarding the other Approaches areas: 
o Mathematical Approaches a great “way of knowing,” works well 
o Labs are a fundamental to the Natural Scientific Approaches 
 

Connections 
 
Written Responses: 
 
Three faculty addressed the Connections core area.  All of their responses focused primarily on 
the content question from the questionnaire: 
 
Should interdisciplinarity be the focus of the Connections courses, or should the focus be shifted 
to content? Specifically, since Connections is intended to serve as a capstone course in the core, 
should we require Connections courses to focus on problems facing the students in the world 
into which they are about to emerge, and on the ways the resources of knowledge, presumably 
from different disciplines, might be harnessed to help solve those problems?  (Suggested areas of 
concern include climate change, race, globalization, etc.)  
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background 
One of these faculty prefaced her comments by noting that, from its inception, Connections “did 
not seem to be conceptually sound, practical in terms of disciplinary work on the 300 level in at 
least two areas, and realistic to expect juniors and seniors to want to take a 300 core course with 
so many other students after finally getting to do exciting and focused work in a major.”   Her 
experience in teaching in this area has borne out this expectation: While about 1/3 of her 
Connections students do “stellar” work, she notes that many others just “check out.”  
 
content focus 
Neither of the faculty who considered the specific content focus described in the question was in 
favor: 
 
♦ “I would be DISMAYED if we were to make yet another Core category historically and 

ideologically focused.” 
♦ “There must be a separation between the analytic pursuit of knowledge and policies that one 

seeks to implement in the world.  To require students to take classes that are, essentially, 
activism-training classes violates the very purpose of the university.” 

 
The core should not become “entirely ‘modern’ or historically narrow.”  Neither should it 
become a home for “activist training classes,” where “politically correct viewpoints are to be 
merged with the academic nature” of a course. 
 
elimination of Connections 
Two responding faculty mentioned the elimination of Connections: 
 
♦ “If anything, [rather than adopt the specific content focus] I would be in favor of getting rid of 

Connections to let students take an upper-level seminar in a field outside the major.” 
♦ “I would favor either a redefinition of the content of Connections area or even the elimination 

of Connections.” 
 
However, none of the responding faculty suggested completely eliminating an upper-level core 
requirement.  In fact, one argued forcefully for maintaining an interdisciplinary core requirement 
even for students from interdisciplinary majors like FLIA and IPE, noting that, “[t]he purpose of 
the requirement is to get students to explore in greater detail than introductory courses can offer 
fields that go beyond their own specialized fields of study.  All students, even those who are 
already studying interdisciplinary fields, should meet this standard.  That is the very purpose of a 
liberal arts education.” 
 
 
Open Session: Wednesday, March 25, 2009 
 
In attendance: Alva Butcher, Doug Cannon, Jane Carlin, Lynnette Claire, Alyce DeMarais, 
Suzanne Holland, Zaixin Hong, Kriszta Kotsis, Lynda Livingston, Jill Nealey-Moore, Julie Neff-
Lippman, Jac Royce, Florence Sandler, Carolyn Weisz 
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Some discussion on Connections took place at the March 23 session: 

• Concern about Connections being a de facto “capstone”  
o Juniors much more engaged in Connections courses than seniors (low priority 

course for many seniors) 
o Not able to go into depth in Connections courses 
o Many interdisciplinary courses in the core and in majors 
o Majors providing capstone experience 

• Perhaps the upper division courses outside the major requirement fulfills the 
interdisciplinary focus (and we therefore don’t need both Connections and the upper 
division course requirement) 

 
March 25 session: 

• Some thought it meaningful to have experience as a first-year student (seminars) and as a 
senior (Connections) while others thought the core shouldn’t have/need a “capstone” 
experience 

• Would a combination of the upper division course requirement and limiting upper 
division student enrollment in 100 and 200-level courses fulfill the current goals of 
Connections (upper division, interdisciplinary experience)? 

• Perhaps broaden the definition of “Connections” (since there are good courses that may 
not fit the rubric exactly) 

o Thought about foreign language in this context 
o Logistically not feasible under current model 

• What if Connections focused on preparing students to be “citizens” (a more thematic 
approach) – “responsibility”? 

o Perhaps too limiting 
o Turn students attention outward beyond the college 

• Concluded there is value in an upper level experience; move from “interdisciplinary” to 
broader “theme-based” rubric (students will make the “connections”) 

  
  



 
Date: April 23, 2009 
To: Faculty Senate 
From: Nick Kontogeorgopoulos, Chair, Student Life Committee 
Subject: Student Life Committee Final Report, 2008-2009 
 
Committee Members: 
Annette d'Autremont (student representative) 
Lisa Ferrari (ex-officio, representing Academic Dean) 
Charlie Guiguet (student representative) 
Duane Hulbert (Music) 
Martin Jackson (Mathematics and Computer Science) 
Nick Kontogeorgopoulos (International Political Economy) 
Tiffany Aldrich MacBain (English) 
Mita Mahato (English) 
Aislinn Melchior (Classics) 
Mike Segawa (ex-officio) 
Nini Qutub (student representative) 
  
The Student Life Committee (hereafter SLC) met during the 2008-2009 academic year to discuss 
the following charges from the Faculty Senate: 

1. Revise Article V, Section 6f (b) of the Faculty Bylaws (Student Life Committee duties).  

2. Request that ASUPS changes its bylaws to require (or at least recommend) that a 
member of the ASUPS Student Concerns Committee serve as one of the three student 
representatives on the Student Life Committee. 

3. Review the progress of the Residential Seminar program and provide recommendations 
for its future. 

4. Provide input to the Dean of Students on how to best structure the process of self-studies, 
or reviews, for departments within Student Affairs. 

5. Analyze data from the Summer/Fall 2008 study abroad pre-departure survey, and revise 
the survey as needed. 

6. Design a post-arrival study abroad survey to be given to students approximately six 
months after arriving back at Puget Sound from studying abroad. 

7. Ask the staff of the Office of International Programs to set up a system whereby faculty 
members receive, each semester, a list of students who have just returned from studying 
abroad.  

8. Ensure that the Excel spreadsheet which lists returned study abroad students is posted, 
by September 1st, as a link on the International Programs website. 
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9. Communicate on a regular basis with the new International Education Committee about 
survey data being collected by the Student Life Committee from the pre-departure and 
(eventually) post-arrival surveys. 

10. Establish regular correspondence between members of the Student Life Committee and 
campus committees that address issues related to student life.  

11. In consultation with the Community Involvement and Action Center (CIAC), discuss the 
possibility of an alternative, service-oriented Spring Break program.  

12. Review and provide recommendations for the development of a Leadership Development 
program that spans all four years of a student’s Puget Sound experience.  As part of this 
process, the Dean of Students shall appoint a faculty member of the Student Life 
Committee to serve on the “4-Year Leadership Development Curriculum Plan.”  

13. Explore the desirability of Multicultural Student Services devoting more attention to the 
support of individual students and their overall success rather than the primary mission 
now of program and event delivery. 

14. Participate in finding options for comprehensively addressing drug education.  

The remainder of this report will discuss the work completed by the SLC and will structure the 
discussion according to the charge under which specific activities fall.  (Please note that some of 
the description of what the Committee accomplished is taken verbatim from the minutes of our 
meetings.) 
 
Charge 1: Revise Article V, Section 6f (b) of the Faculty Bylaws (Student Life Committee 
duties).  
 
On March 30th, the Chair attended the Faculty Senate meeting to discuss the following revisions 
to the Faculty Bylaws (added language in italics): 
  

The duties of the Committee shall be 
 
1. To act as a liaison on student life issues among students, staff, faculty, and the 

administration.  This includes providing input on various Student Affairs projects and 
initiatives as brought to the Committee by the Dean of Students, as well as establishing 
ongoing communication with and providing input to ASUPS on various projects at the 
request of that body’s executives. 

 
2. To review information sources available that could help identify issues relevant to 

student life.  Such information sources include individual faculty, students, and staff, as 
well as the Office of Institutional Research and the ASUPS Student Concerns 
Committee. 

 
3. To conduct reviews and make recommendations as necessary about those policies and 

procedures that affect students’ lives outside the classroom.  
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4. To conduct reviews and make recommendations as necessary about co-curricular 
programs and services.  

 
5. To serve as a pool of faculty from which to draw for participation on Student Affairs ad 

hoc committees. 
 

6. Such other duties as may be assigned to it. 
 
The Senate approved a motion endorsing the proposed revisions.  At the April 6th full faculty 
meeting, the proposed bylaw revisions were presented in a first reading.  At the May 5th faculty 
meeting, the faculty will vote on the proposed revisions. 
 
 
Charge 2: Request that ASUPS changes its bylaws to require (or at least recommend) that a 
member of the ASUPS Student Concerns Committee serve as one of the three student 
representatives on the Student Life Committee. 
 
In an effort to continue our efforts to improve communication between the SLC and ASUPS, the 
committee last year decided it would make sense to have in writing an expectation that a member 
of the ASUPS Student Concerns Committee serve as one of the three student representatives on 
the SLC. 
 
In April of last year, the SLC Chair met with Yusuf Word, the then newly-elected ASUPS 
President.  At this meeting, the Chair explained the role of the SLC, and discussed the possibility 
of ASUPS changing its bylaws to require a member of the Student Concerns Committee to serve 
as one of the three student representatives on the SLC.  This would ensure a constant flow of 
information from the ASUPS Student Concerns Committee and the SLC.  
 
Though Yusuf and then ASUPS vice-president Ross Heyman discussed the possible changes to 
the ASUPS Bylaws, the change was not made during their tenure as ASUPS president and vice-
president.  The current ASUPS president, James Luu, has now begun to work on revisions to the 
entire set of ASUPS bylaws.  In consultation with the Chair of the SLC, James drafted revisions 
to the bylaw language regarding the Student Concerns Committee.  In Fall 2009, ASUPS will 
formally adopt the following language revisions to the ASUPS bylaws (added language in 
italics): 

 
Section 9: Student Concerns Committee 
 

C. Membership 
 

1. Five (5) students at large. Appointed by the President in consultation with the 
Vice President. 

 
2. Two (2) Senators, one of which will be elected by the Student Concerns 

Committee to serve on the Faculty Senate’s Student Life Committee. 
 
3. President, non-voting. 
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Charge 3: Review the progress of the Residential Seminar program and provide 
recommendations for its future. 
 
On April 9th, Debbie Chee, Assistant Dean of Students, attended the SLC meeting and gave a 
presentation on the Residential Seminar program.  Debbie explained that the goal of the 
Residential Seminar program was to integrate academic and residential life more fully, and to 
expand residential interactions to include ideas that students were reading about for their shared 
classes.  David Droge taught the first residential seminar.  Mike Segawa, David Droge, and Jack 
Roundy gathered for a focus group and discussed the possibility of adding a residential 
component to first-year seminars. In the first year, there were two residential seminars, then five, 
then ten, and then sixteen (during this current academic year).  Next year, there will be eight 
residential seminars. 
 
Faculty members who agree to offer residential seminars have their courses marked in the 
brochure sent out by Jack Roundy to students who have enrolled.  The marking of these courses 
is subtle and they are not promoted anywhere in the brochure, in the hope that students will 
choose classes based on interest rather than on housing preferences. 
 
One advantage for faculty and students of participation in the Residential Seminar program is the 
availability of funds for external activities that promote learning outside of the classroom.  There 
is also a writing liaison assigned to each class by the Center for Writing and Learning. 
 
The questions that were asked to evaluate the program included the following: Does it work?  
Can we replicate the retention that David Droge achieved in his first class?  The students who 
were surveyed noted several benefits.  For example, they felt a strong degree of social interaction 
and they had more discussions with classmates about research.  They also noted that the writing 
liaisons were a special perk.  The GPAs for the participants in residential seminars were also 
higher than the average GPAs for all students in 2006 and 2007.  In other observable measures, 
however, there was no difference.  Contrary to what was hoped, there was no significant 
difference in terms of student retention.  There was also no difference in terms of the conduct of 
the students. 
  
With the move this current year to sixteen residential seminars, there was a greater deal of 
negative feedback from the faculty.  A number of challenges need to be addressed in terms of the 
residential seminar program.  The first is that the university only has one more year of Mellon 
funding for the program.  The second is to try to avoid creating a sense of haves (with residential 
funding) and have-nots (without external trips for non-residential students and faculty).  Some of 
the greater difficulties with residential seminars this year may have been because there simply 
are too many.  If students are not invested in the academic goals of the class, the class as a whole 
seems less able to benefit from the additional intensity of shared housing. 
 
Other difficulties for faculty teaching residential seminars include the following: 

1. Students living together are often less motivated by embarrassment, and so are entirely 
comfortable with not having done assignments or coming to class prepared. 
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2. Living together sometimes leads to interpersonal problems and can heighten social 
difficulties for students who take on the role of the “outsider.” 

3. The living situation seems to some faculty to decrease the assertiveness of some of the 
female students and leads them to adopt more submissive roles in the classroom. 

4. The lack of measurable academic gain makes it seem like the residential component is 
not worth the additional time, organizational challenges, and money. 

5. Students can not be required to attend outside activities – but such activities, to be 
valuable, really need to be incorporated into the assignments and discussions. 

Reducing the number of seminars to a more manageable eight next year will allow only students 
who list the residential seminars as their first choices to be assigned to them, and should improve 
the experience for both faculty and students.  It was also suggested that offering more 
information to the students about the residential component up front might also benefit the 
program. 
 
 
Charge 4: Provide input to the Dean of Students on how to best structure the process of self-
studies, or reviews, for departments within Student Affairs. 
 
The SLC did not take this up this year because the Student Affairs Division’s departmental 
review process was discontinued last year, and will be revised once the ongoing process of re-
accreditation is over.  This has been added to the suggested charges for next year. 
 
 
Charge 5: Analyze data from the Summer/Fall 2008 study abroad pre-departure survey, and 
revise the survey as needed. 
 
Last year, the SLC created a pre-departure survey for students about to study abroad.  There have 
now been three groups of students to take the survey (those who were, or are, about to study 
abroad in Summer/Fall 2008, Spring 2009, and Fall 2009).  At the beginning of this year, the 
SLC reviewed data from surveys completed last Spring by students who were to study abroad in 
Summer/Fall 2008.  Based on this data and additional review of the survey instrument by the 
committee, further minor revisions were made to the pre-departure survey (see SLC Appendix 
One – Pre-Departure Study Abroad Survey for the latest version of the survey). 
 
The Chair has attended the past three study abroad pre-departure meeting organized by the 
Office of International Programs in order to tell students that they would be receiving a survey 
and that completion of the survey is on their “to-do” list compiled by the staff of International 
Programs.  As a result of the cooperation of Jan Moore and Jannie Meisberger in International 
Programs, the response rate for the SLC pre-departure survey was very high, ranging from 95 to 
99 percent.  
 
The data from the first two groups have already been sent to Randy Nelson in the Office of 
Institutional Research, who has created a database for study abroad survey data.  Once the 
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semester is over, the Chair will send to Randy Nelson the data from the third group (which 
includes students going abroad this coming Fall). 
 
 
Charge 6: Design a post-arrival study abroad survey to be given to students approximately six 
months after arriving back at Puget Sound from studying abroad. 
 
The SLC spent several meetings preparing a post-arrival study abroad survey.  The committee 
looked through the pre-departure survey and decided which questions should be asked again, so 
that a comparison can be made of ‘pre’ and ‘post’ responses.  The committee also examined a 
survey that was used by Liz Jones, a CSOC student, as part of her senior thesis on the challenges 
faced by students returning from study abroad.  Finally, Jan Moore and Jannie Meisberger from 
International Programs attended the October 7th SLC meeting to provide recommendations on 
what questions we might ask on the post-arrival survey. 
 
Once the post-arrival survey was completed (see SLC Appendix Two – Post-Arrival Study 
Abroad Survey), the Chair on February 14th sent the survey to three groups of students that 
studied abroad in the following time periods: Spring 2008, Summer 2008, and the full 2007-2008 
academic year.  As of April 21, 60 percent of the students in all three groups have completed the 
post-arrival survey.  At the end of the semester, the Chair will send the post-arrival data from the 
three groups to Randy Nelson to add to his database. 
 
 
Charge 7: Ask the staff of the Office of International Programs to set up a system whereby 
faculty members receive, each semester, a list of students who have just returned from studying 
abroad.   
 
At the request of the SLC, the Office of International Programs has for the past two semesters 
sent an email message to all faculty listing students who had just returned from studying abroad.  
The idea behind this is to let faculty know who in their classes might have relevant experiences 
to share.  
 
 
Charge 8: Ensure that the Excel spreadsheet which lists returned study abroad students is posted, 
by September 1st, as a link on the International Programs website. 
 
When asked about this charge by the Chair and the Dean of Students, Jan and Jannie in 
International Programs stated that they do not want to list returned study abroad students online, 
because they prefer to have students come in person to get information on the experiences of 
returned students.  
 
 
Charge 9: Communicate on a regular basis with the new International Education Committee 
about survey data being collected by the Student Life Committee from the pre-departure and 
(eventually) post-arrival surveys. 
 
In late-September, the Chair contacted John Lear and Peter Wimberger, co-chairs of the 
International Education Committee, and informed them of the survey work that the SLC had 
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done.  The Chair also passed along the results of the pre-departure survey completed by the 
students who were about to study abroad in Summer/Fall 2008.  The Chair was informed that the 
IEC was working on program reviews, but might get a chance to look at the survey results in the 
Spring.  There was no follow up from the IEC during the rest of the year, so it is unclear whether 
or not the IEC was able to review the survey results.  
 
 
Charge 10: Establish regular correspondence between members of the Student Life Committee 
and campus committees that address issues related to student life.  
 
Early in the year, the Chair asked members of the committee to contact other campus 
organizations to see if the SLC could assist with any projects or concerns.  Committee members 
were assigned to serve as liaisons with the following organizations: Center for Writing, 
Learning, and Teaching; Career and Employment Services; Community Involvement and Action 
Center; Counseling, Health, and Wellness Services; Media Board; Student Diversity Center; 
Orientation and Planning Committee; and Spirituality, Service, and Social Justice.  
 
 
Charge 11: In consultation with the Community Involvement and Action Center (CIAC), discuss 
the possibility of an alternative, service-oriented Spring Break program.  
 
On February 12th, Dave Wright, University Chaplain and head of the Office of Spirituality, 
Service, and Social Justice attended the SLC meeting to discuss his office’s organization of 
alternative Spring Break program. 
 
Dave explained that his office had begun to think about “Alternative Breaks” two years ago as a 
means of bringing the notions of spirituality and social justice together.  A pilot program was 
implemented last spring.  The focus of the pilot was juniors and seniors and designed to allow 
them to participate in volunteer service beyond college and to expose them to the non-profit 
sector.  They participated in daytime service projects and attended panels and discussions during 
the evenings to allow for reflection.  Twelve students signed up for the pilot program, and all but 
one participated.   
 
This year, the program was to take place from Sunday to Thursday of Spring Break.  Twenty-
eight students expressed interest in this program, most of them from the sophomore class.  The 
budget for this trip was largely being funded by the Office of Spirituality, Service, and Social 
Justice; students were asked to contribute $30 each to participate.   
 
Dave then talked about the financial difficulties that the program has encountered due to the 
general state of the economy.  They had attempted to offer a service break trip to New Orleans 
for nine interested students; several of the students, however, had to drop out of the trip due to 
financial obstacles.  Dave then discussed the feasibility of making San Francisco a destination 
for the Alternative Break next year.  San Francisco is more manageable (it has the infrastructure 
in place to support a group of volunteers) and the costs can be kept relatively low in terms of 
travel and housing for students.  Dave emphasized the program’s focus on balancing service 
mornings with evening programming designed for reflection.   
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The Chair asked why there may have been more student interest in this upcoming program.  
Dave explained that this one was better advertised and that they intentionally advertised less for 
the pilot program.  One committee member asked about the possibility of using the Volunteer 
Fair as an opportunity for advertising; Dave explained that that Fair usually caters to off-campus 
programming.  The committee discussed the various places and resources that students can draw 
on to exercise their volunteering and service interests.  The committee mentioned CES for 
internship opportunities, and CIAS for other volunteering opportunities.   
 
Dave and the committee members agreed that it would be ideal to see the Alternative Spring 
Break program grow, but recognized that funding could become an issue.  
 
 
Charge 12: Review and provide recommendations for the development of a Leadership 
Development program that spans all four years of a student’s Puget Sound experience.  As part 
of this process, the Dean of Students shall appoint a faculty member of the Student Life 
Committee to serve on the “4-Year Leadership Development Curriculum Plan.”  

 
On February 26th, Marta Palmquist Cady, Director of Student Activities, attended the SLC 
meeting and delivered a PowerPoint presentation on the University’s efforts to promote student 
leadership.  (This presentation can be made available to any party who would like to view it.)  
Mike Segawa informed the committee that there has been continued progress with this program 
on campus.  Leadership opportunities exist for all phases of student life and the university 
continues its efforts in that direction.  Mike explained that the idea is to build allegiance to the 
college throughout students’ education at Puget Sound rather than focus all efforts on first-year 
students.  Marta added that Student Affairs used to do a sophomore retreat and that it was 

iscontinued, mainly due to cost.  When asked if it had been an effective program, Marta 
ndicated that the program could be re-examined to address this question.   

d
i
 
Marta discussed E-Portfolios in great detail.  E-Portfolios are valuable for the following reasons: 

• They serve as repositories for students to collect and organize digital artifacts.  

• They include reflections on the meanings of student work, integrating individual artifacts 
with a broader understanding of their learning. 

• They can attend to specific presentations of student work. 

• They act as tools of assessment and data collection. 

Marta explained that E-Portfolios are being considered for Puget Sound students, perhaps as a 
test, as part of the leadership initiative, because E-Portfolios may connect our students’ extra-
curricular and academic lives, and may provide students with the opportunity to track their 
educational experiences.  The hope is that students use the E-Portfolios as a way to reflect upon 
the educational experience and to connect to, and engage with, the larger community.  
 
Mike said that the leadership program could help sophomores begin to think about what they 
ought to be doing in their junior and senior years. This foresight would, in turn, reduce the 
anxiety and stress levels of seniors. Mike seeks to do more to transition Puget Sound seniors 
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from college to their lives beyond. Marta told the committee that currently, these discussions 
arise during junior year; Student Affairs would like for students to have heard these messages, in 
bits, through all four years. 
 
Regarding the second part of Charge 12, Tiffany MacBain was appointed to serve on the 
committee that worked on the “4-Year Leadership Development Curriculum Plan.” 
 
 
Charge 13: Explore the desirability of Multicultural Student Services devoting more attention to 
the support of individual students and their overall success rather than the primary mission now 
of program and event delivery. 
 
At its January 29th meeting, the SLC began to discuss this charge.  Mike stated that he and staff 
from the office of Yoshiko Matsui, Director of Multicultural Student Services, were trying, along 
with Kim Bobby, the Chief Diversity Officer, to figure out how Kim should liaise with other 
campus entities (including, he suggested, the Diversity Committee and the SLC).  Mike informed 
the committee that Yoshiko’s office had drafted a list of learning outcomes for events sponsored 
or organized by Multicultural Student Services.  Mike provided some examples of Yoshiko’s list 
of outcomes and drew parallels between them and the university mission statement. 
 
Following up on this discussion, Yoshiko Matsui and Kim Bobby were invited to the March 26th 
SLC meeting to discuss the services and programs available to students through their offices.  
Created in 1999-2000, Multicultural Student Services was created by combining services already 
in place in other departments interested in diversity on campus. 
 
Multicultural Student Services is responsible for the Student Diversity Center, located on 15th 
Street, the “Sexuality Issues, Relationships, and Gender Education” (SIRGE) program, and the 
Diversity Theme Year program.  Yoshiko presented information on the kinds of programs and 
events offered at the Student Diversity Center.  There was also discussion of the ways in which 
Multicultural Student Services supports individual students and their overall success. 
 
The Student Diversity Center was founded as a meeting place for groups and individual students. 
The Center also provides kitchen space, storage space, event venue space, and social space for 
students.  Seven student organizations meet in the Student Diversity Center each week.  
Multicultural Student Services also provides funding for student trips to conferences, counseling 
for individual students, and support for individual international students.   

 
Kim Bobby then discussed her role as the University’s Chief Diversity Officer, and gave 
examples of the kinds of activities that her office has initiated.  These include holding open 
meetings to discuss the Diversity Strategic Plan, recruiting interested faculty, staff, and students 
to conduct “Creating a Culture of Inclusive Learning” interviews, and organizing the annual 
“Moment-Us: Exploring and Embracing Our Diversity” events.  
 
 
Charge 14: Participate in finding options for comprehensively addressing drug education.   
 
At its January 29th meeting, the SLC discussed the issue of drug education.  Mike shared with the 
committee that his staff has done a comprehensive job of alcohol education but that research on 
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addressing the problem of other drug education at the college level does not exist.  Mike stated 
that applying alcohol education to drug users is not necessarily adequate, but acknowledged that 
we may need to try this because the University faces limitations in creating a comprehensive 
program.  One problem that the University faces is that, unlike when educating students in 
alcohol use, we cannot teach students how to do drugs responsibly.  Mike stated that his office 
needs to get a broader perspective before instituting a drug education program. 
 
Mike told the committee that a small culture of serious drug-users exists on our campus, and the 
closed nature of this group makes it difficult to break into it with good information. Mike added 
that his office is finding that it has to reverse a lot damage done by the “Just Say No” programs 
that some students encountered in high school because it left students with many misperceptions 
about alcohol. 
 
It was suggested that the committee invite the University alcohol education specialists to a future 
SLC meeting. 
 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––- 

In addition to working on its fourteen charges, members of the SLC also participated on Student 
Affairs committees.  In particular, the Chair and Mita Mahato served on an Exclusive Use 
committee that assessed an application from the Beta Theta Pi fraternity to remain in their house 
on Union Avenue.  The Chair and Tiffany MacBain are currently serving on a Greek Review 
Board, which is examining options for replacing the Sigma Nu fraternity, which ceased to 
operate at Puget Sound this year.  In addition, Duane Hulbert and Aislinn Melchior met for 
several hours to review the annual reports of the Greek houses.  The purpose of this review 
process is to evaluate the sororities and fraternities and confirm that they have documented such 
things as their volunteer and charitable activities, their involvement with the national chapters, 
and proof of insurance.  The reports and a template for evaluation were provided by Moe 
Stephens, Assistant Director of Student Activities for Greek Life and Leadership.   

 
Looking Forward 
 
At its final meeting, the SLC discussed possible charges for next year, and would like to propose 
the following: 

1. Provide input to the Dean of Students on how best to structure the process of self-studies, 
or reviews, for departments within Student Affairs. 

2. Continue to participate in finding options for comprehensively addressing drug 
education.  

3. Explore the option of having a faculty member of the SLC––or several members on a 
rotating basis––serve as the Faculty representative to the ASUPS Senate. 

4. Provide input on proposed changes to the mission of Multicultural Student Services. 
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5. Provide input on the efforts of Multicultural Student Services and the Office of the Chief 
Diversity Officer to work in tandem to serve the needs of students. 

6. Review those recommendations of the Retention Task Force that are relevant to student 
life. 

7. Explore the future of the pre-departure and post-arrival study abroad surveys (in 
particular, discuss who should conduct the surveys in the future, how often the survey 
should be administered, how the data should be shared, and how the data should be 
analyzed and applied). 

 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Nick Kontogeorgopoulos 
Chair, Student Life Committee, 2008-2009 
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1. In which country or countries will you be studying abroad?

2. What is the name of your study abroad program or programs (if more than one) 
(e.g., SIT, IES, etc.)?

3. Will there be language instruction as part of your program?

4. Will any non-language courses be taught in a language other than English?  

5. When do you plan on studying abroad? Check all that apply.

1. Part I

The Student Life Committee is seeking input from all students participating in study abroad programs in the coming year.  

The purpose of this brief survey, and a post-trip survey to be taken six or so months after arriving back in the United States, is to 

assess the impact of studying abroad on student engagement and learning outcomes.

This survey contains 32 questions, and should take no more than 10-15 minutes to complete.

Country

Country

Country

Country

Country

If more than 

5 countries, 

please list 

additional 

countries in 

this box

Program

Program

Program

No
 

nmlkj

Yes
 

nmlkj

If yes, please specify language(s)

No
 

nmlkj

Yes
 

nmlkj

If yes, please specify language(s)

Summer 2009
 

gfedc

Fall 2009
 

gfedc

Spring 2010
 

gfedc
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6. At this point in your education, what do you anticipate will be your future career?

7. How important are each the following in motivating you to study abroad?

8. When did you first start thinking about wanting to study abroad?

2. Part II

  Extremely important Somewhat important Not very important Not important at all

A particular program nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

To study in, or learn 

about, a particular country
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

To assess career options nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

To fulfill major/minor 

requirements
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Encouragement from (or 

recommendation of) my 

department

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Encouragement from (or 

recommendation of) an 

advisor

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Encouragement from (or 

recommendation of) a 

staff member

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Encouragement from (or 

recommendation of) a 

faculty member

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Encouragement from (or 

recommendation of) a 

peer

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Encouragement from (or 

recommendation of) a 

parent

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Language immersion nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

To pursue internship 

opportunities
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

To spend time away from 

Puget Sound
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Other (please specify)

Prior to first year
 

nmlkj

First year
 

nmlkj

Sophomore year
 

nmlkj

Junior year
 

nmlkj

Senior year
 

nmlkj
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9. How important were the following when deciding on your choice of program?

10. What kind of housing do you currently live in?

  Extremely important Somewhat important Not very important Not important at all

Cost nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Reputation nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Location (specific country) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Location (specific location 

within a country)
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Course offerings 

associated with a 

particular program

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Familiarity with host 

culture
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Lack of familiarity with 

host culture
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Opportunity to augment 

knowledge of family 

history

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Fulfills major/minor 

requirements
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Transferability of financial 

aid
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Presence of other 

American students
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Absence of other 

American students
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Language pre-requisites nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Availability of advanced 

foreign language 

instruction

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

On-campus residence hall
 

nmlkj

On-campus theme house
 

nmlkj

On-campus house (not theme or residence hall)
 

nmlkj

Greek house
 

nmlkj

Off-campus house or apartment
 

nmlkj

Parent's house
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify)
 

 
nmlkj
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11. How important will the following be to you while you are studying abroad?

12. If you had to guess, what impact do you think studying abroad will have on you 
personally?

  Extremely important Somewhat important Not very important Not important at all

Friends going on the 

same program
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Taking courses with other 

American students
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Taking courses without 

other American students
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Availability of internship 

opportunities
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Home stay opportunities nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Academic rigor nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Travel opportunities nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Cultural authenticity nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Getting some time away 

from Puget Sound
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Having fun nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

  Definitely yes Probably Maybe Probably not Definitely not

Will help me to 

appreciate and 

understand my values

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Will enhance my ability to 

conduct independent 

research

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Will provide valuable 

memories
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Will help me develop 

skills for life beyond 

college

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Will enhance my 

knowledge of my major

(s)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Will demonstrate the 

value of my Puget Sound 

education

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Will create a greater 

interest in international 

affairs

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Will enhance my 

appreciation of ethnic, 

racial, and class diversity

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Other (please specify)

Other 
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13. How did you learn about study abroad opportunities? Check all that apply.

14. Is there any information that you would have liked to receive but did not about 
studying abroad in general, or about your program in particular?

15. How well do you feel prepared for your study abroad experience, in the following 
areas?

16. Have you ever lived outside the 50 United States?

  Extremely prepared Somewhat prepared Not very prepared Extremely unprepared

Academically nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Emotionally nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Socially nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Culturally nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Financially nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Linguistically nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

From Office of International Programs (i.e., Study Abroad office)
 

gfedc

From faculty member
 

gfedc

From friend
 

gfedc

Other (please specify)
 

 
gfedc

No
 

nmlkj

Yes
 

nmlkj

If yes, for how long?
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17. How many times have you traveled outside the 50 United States to destinations 
other than Canada or Mexico?

18. How many times have you traveled with the following groups outside the 50 
United States to destinations other than Canada or Mexico?

  None One Two Three Four Five More than five

Alone nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Family members nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Friends nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

School group nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Religious group (e.g., 

church)
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

0
 

nmlkj

1
 

nmlkj

2
 

nmlkj

3
 

nmlkj

4
 

nmlkj

5
 

nmlkj

More than 5
 

nmlkj

What is the length (in days) of your longest trip to a destination other than Canada or Mexico?

Other (please specify group and number of trips)
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19. During the current school year, about how often have you done each of the 
following?

3. Part III

  Very often Often Sometimes Never

Attended an art exhibit, 

gallery, play, dance, or 

other theater 

performance

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Exercised or participated 

in physical fitness 

activities

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Participated in activities to 

enhance your spirituality 

(worship, meditation, 

prayer, etc.)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Examined the strengths 

and weaknesses of your 

own views on a topic or 

issue

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Tried to better 

understand someone 

else's views by imagining 

how an issue looks from 

his or her perspective

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Learned something that 

changed the way you 

understand an issue or 

concept

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
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20. About how many hours do you spend in a typical 7-day week doing each of the 
following?

  Hours per week

Preparing for class 

(studying, reading, 

writing, doing homework 

or lab work, analyzing 

data, rehearsing, and 

other academic activities)

Working for pay ON 

campus

Working for pay OFF 

campus

Participating in co-

curricular activities 

(organizations, campus 

publications, student 

government, fraternity or 

sorority, intercollegiate or 

intramural sports, etc.)

Relaxing and socializing 

(watching TV, partying, 

etc.)

Providing care for 

dependents living with 

you (parents, children, 

spouse, etc.)

Commuting to class 

(driving, walking, etc.)

Volunteering
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21. To what extent has your experience at Puget Sound contributed to your 
knowledge, skills, and personal development in the following areas?

  Very much Quite a bit Some Very little

Acquiring a broad general 

education
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Acquiring job or work-related 

knowledge and skills
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Writing clearly and effectively nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Speaking clearly and 

effectively
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Analyzing quantitative 

problems
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Working effectively with others nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Understanding people of other 

racial and ethnic backgrounds
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Developing a personal code of 

values and ethics
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Contributing to the welfare of 

your community
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Developing a deepened sense 

of spirituality
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Gaining in-depth knowledge of 

a subject area
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Reading or speaking a foreign 

language
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Appreciating art, literature, 

music, drama
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Developing awareness of 

social problems
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Placing current problems in 

historical/cultural/philosophical 

perspective

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Understanding moral and 

ethical issues
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Understanding myself; 

abilities, interests, limitations, 

and personality

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Conducting independent 

research, without supervision
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Developing self-esteem nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Gaining familiarity with a 

variety of academic fields
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Understanding 

interrelationships among 

various fields of knowledge

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Working under pressure nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
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22. How satisfied are you with each of the following services or aspects of the 
University of Puget Sound?

23. If you could start over again, would you come to Puget Sound?

  Very satisfied Generally satisfied Generally dissatisfied Very dissatisfied Not relevant

Student interaction with 

faculty
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Financial aid office nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Student voice in campus 

politics
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Social life on campus nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Cultural and fine arts 

programming
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Lectures and speakers nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Religious/spiritual life nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Ethnic/racial diversity nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Climate for minority 

students on campus
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Sense of community on 

campus
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Courses in major field nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Overall quality of 

instruction
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Size of classes nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Foreign language 

programs
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Opportunity for study 

abroad
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Responsiveness of 

administrative offices to 

student concerns

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Definitely yes
 

nmlkj

Probably yes
 

nmlkj

Probably no
 

nmlkj

Definitely no
 

nmlkj
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24. In what year were you born?

25. What is your sex?

26. What is your racial or ethnic identification? Check all that apply.

27. What is your current classification in college?

28. Did you begin college at Puget Sound or elsewhere?

29. Are you a member of a fraternity or sorority?

4. Part IV (Final Section)

Male
 

nmlkj

Female
 

nmlkj

I prefer not to respond
 

nmlkj

American Indian or other Native American
 

gfedc

Asian, Asian American, or Pacific Islander
 

gfedc

Black or African American
 

gfedc

White (non-Hispanic)
 

gfedc

Mexican or Mexican American
 

gfedc

Puerto Rican
 

gfedc

Other Hispanic or Latino
 

gfedc

I prefer not to respond
 

gfedc

Other (please specify)
 

 
gfedc

Freshman/first-year
 

nmlkj

Sophomore
 

nmlkj

Junior
 

nmlkj

Senior
 

nmlkj

Unclassified
 

nmlkj

Started at Puget Sound
 

nmlkj

Started elsewhere
 

nmlkj

Yes
 

nmlkj

No
 

nmlkj
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30. Are you a student-athlete on a team sponsored by the University of Puget Sound 
Athletics Department?

31. What have most of your grades been up to now at Puget Sound?

32. Please list your intended undergraduate major(s) and minor(s)/interdisciplinary 
emphasis. Check all that apply.

  Major Minor or Interdisciplinary Emphasis

African American Studies nmlkj nmlkj

Art nmlkj nmlkj

Asian Studies nmlkj nmlkj

Biochemistry and 

Molecular Biology
nmlkj nmlkj

Biology nmlkj nmlkj

Business and Leadership nmlkj nmlkj

Chemistry nmlkj nmlkj

Classics nmlkj nmlkj

Communication Studies nmlkj nmlkj

Comparative Sociology nmlkj nmlkj

Computer Science nmlkj nmlkj

Dual Degree Engineering nmlkj nmlkj

Economics nmlkj nmlkj

English nmlkj nmlkj

Environmental Studies nmlkj nmlkj

Exercise Science nmlkj nmlkj

Foreign Languages and 

International Affairs
nmlkj nmlkj

Foreign Languages and 

Literature
nmlkj nmlkj

Yes
 

nmlkj

No
 

nmlkj

If Yes, on what team(s) are you an athlete (e.g., football, swimming)?

A
 

nmlkj

A-
 

nmlkj

B+
 

nmlkj

B
 

nmlkj

B-
 

nmlkj

C+
 

nmlkj

C
 

nmlkj

C- or lower
 

nmlkj
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Gender Studies nmlkj nmlkj

Geology nmlkj nmlkj

Global Development 

Studies
nmlkj nmlkj

History nmlkj nmlkj

Honors nmlkj nmlkj

Humanities nmlkj nmlkj

International Political 

Economy
nmlkj nmlkj

Latin American Studies nmlkj nmlkj

Mathematics nmlkj nmlkj

School of Music nmlkj nmlkj

Natural Science nmlkj nmlkj

Neuroscience nmlkj nmlkj

Philosophy nmlkj nmlkj

Physics nmlkj nmlkj

Politics and Government nmlkj nmlkj

Psychology nmlkj nmlkj

Religion nmlkj nmlkj

Science, Technology, and 

Society
nmlkj nmlkj

Special Interdisciplinary 

Major
nmlkj nmlkj

Theatre Arts nmlkj nmlkj

Other (please specify)
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1. Was there language instruction as part of your program?

2. Were any non-language courses taught in a language other than English?  

3. When did you study abroad? Check all that apply.

4. Where did you live primarily during your study abroad program?

1. Part I

The Student Life Committee is seeking input from all students who have participated in study abroad programs within the past 12 

months. 

The purpose of this post-study abroad survey is to assess the impact of studying abroad on student engagement and learning 

outcomes.

This survey contains 36 questions, and should take no more than 10-15 minutes to complete.

No
 

nmlkj

Yes
 

nmlkj

If yes, please specify language(s)

No
 

nmlkj

Yes
 

nmlkj

If yes, please specify language(s)

Spring 2008
 

gfedc

Summer 2008
 

gfedc

Fall 2008
 

gfedc

Spring 2009
 

gfedc

Other (please specify)

On-campus residence hall
 

nmlkj

Home stay
 

nmlkj

Off-campus house or apartment (not home stay)
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify)
 

 
nmlkj
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5. Did you stay in your study abroad country after the formal conclusion of your 
study abroad program?

Yes
 

nmlkj

No
 

nmlkj

If yes, for how long?
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6. At this point in your education, what are your career plans or direction?

7. What kind of housing do you currently live in?

8. How important were the following to you while you were studying abroad?

2. Part II

  Extremely important Somewhat important Not very important Not important at all

Friends went on the same 

program
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Taking courses with other 

American students
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Taking courses without 

other American students
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Availability of internship 

opportunities
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Home stay opportunities nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Academic rigor nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Travel opportunities nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Cultural authenticity nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Getting some time away 

from the University of 

Puget Sound

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Having fun nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

On-campus residence hall
 

nmlkj

On-campus theme house
 

nmlkj

On-campus house (not theme or residence hall)
 

nmlkj

Greek house
 

nmlkj

Off-campus house
 

nmlkj

Parent's house
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify)
 

 
nmlkj

Other (please specify)
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9. What impact did studying abroad have on you personally?

10. Having already studied abroad, is there any information in retrospect that you 
would have liked to receive but did not about studying abroad in general, or about 
your program in particular?

11. How well prepared were you for your study abroad experience, in the following 
areas?

12. While you were studying abroad, how often did you stay in touch (for example, 
by phone, email, Skype, or social networking sites such as Facebook) with family and 
friends in the United States?

  Definitely yes Probably Maybe Probably not Definitely not

Helped me to appreciate 

and understand my 

values

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Enhanced my ability to 

conduct independent 

research

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Provided valuable 

memories
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Helped me develop skills 

for life beyond college
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Enhanced my knowledge 

of my major(s)
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Demonstrated the value 

of my Puget Sound 

education

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Created a greater interest 

in international affairs
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Enhanced my appreciation 

of ethnic, racial, and class 

diversity

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

  Extremely prepared Somewhat prepared Not very prepared Extremely unprepared

Academically nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Emotionally nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Socially nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Culturally nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Financially nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Linguistically nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Very often
 

nmlkj

Often
 

nmlkj

Sometimes
 

nmlkj

Never
 

nmlkj
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13. While you were studying abroad, to what extent did you attempt to blend into 
local culture?

14. After returning from your study abroad experience, how excited was your family 
to hear about your experiences?

15. After returning from your study abroad experience, how excited were your 
friends to hear about your experiences?

16. Have there been sufficient opportunities on campus for you to share your study 
abroad experiences?

17. My friends who have not traveled abroad have had a hard time relating to my 
experiences.

Maximum
 

nmlkj

High
 

nmlkj

Moderate
 

nmlkj

Low
 

nmlkj

Minimal
 

nmlkj

Very interested
 

nmlkj

A little interested
 

nmlkj

Not very interested
 

nmlkj

Not interested at all
 

nmlkj

Very interested
 

nmlkj

A little interested
 

nmlkj

Not very interested
 

nmlkj

Not interested at all
 

nmlkj

Definitely yes
 

nmlkj

Probably yes
 

nmlkj

Probably not
 

nmlkj

Definitely not
 

nmlkj

Definitely yes
 

nmlkj

To a certain extent
 

nmlkj

Not really
 

nmlkj

Definitely not
 

nmlkj
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18. Since returning from my study abroad experience, I socialize with a different 
group of people than I did before I left.

19. After I returned from studying abroad, my friends commented that I have 
changed.

20. I have had a difficult time adjusting to my classes at Puget Sound after returning 
from my study abroad program.

21. Since returning to Puget Sound, I have made an effort to keep in touch with 
friends that I met while studying abroad.

22. Since returning to Puget Sound, I have made an effort to continue learning about 
the country in which I studied abroad.

Definitely yes
 

nmlkj

To a certain extent
 

nmlkj

Not really
 

nmlkj

Definitely not
 

nmlkj

Definitely yes
 

nmlkj

To a certain extent
 

nmlkj

Not really
 

nmlkj

Definitely not
 

nmlkj

Definitely yes
 

nmlkj

To a certain extent
 

nmlkj

Not really
 

nmlkj

Definitely not
 

nmlkj

Definitely yes
 

nmlkj

To a certain extent
 

nmlkj

Not really
 

nmlkj

Definitely not
 

nmlkj

Definitely yes
 

nmlkj

To a certain extent
 

nmlkj

Not really
 

nmlkj

Definitely not
 

nmlkj
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23. After studying abroad, I felt anxious about returning to Puget Sound.

24. Studying abroad has weakened the connection that I feel to Puget Sound.

Definitely yes
 

nmlkj

To a certain extent
 

nmlkj

Not really
 

nmlkj

Definitely not
 

nmlkj

Definitely yes
 

nmlkj

To a certain extent
 

nmlkj

Not really
 

nmlkj

Definitely not
 

nmlkj
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25. Since returning from your study abroad program, about how often do you 
participate in each of the following?

3. Part III

  Very often Often Sometimes Never

Attend an art exhibit, 

gallery, play, dance, or 

other theater 

performance

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Exercise or participate in 

physical fitness activities
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Participate in activities to 

enhance your spirituality 

(worship, meditation, 

prayer, etc.)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Examine the strengths 

and weaknesses of your 

own views on a topic or 

issue

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Try to better understand 

someone else's views by 

imagining how an issue 

looks from his or her 

perspective

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Learn something that 

changes the way you 

understand an issue or 

concept

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
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26. Since returning from your study abroad program, about how many hours do you 
spend in a typical 7-day week doing each of the following? 

  Hours per week

Preparing for class 

(studying, reading, 

writing, doing homework 

or lab work, analyzing 

data, rehearsing, and 

other academic activities)

Working for pay ON 

campus

Working for pay OFF 

campus

Participating in co-

curricular activities 

(organizations, campus 

publications, student 

government, fraternity or 

sorority, intercollegiate or 

intramural sports, etc.)

Relaxing and socializing 

(watching TV, partying, 

etc.)

Providing care for 

dependents living with 

you (parents, children, 

spouse, etc.)

Commuting to class 

(driving, walking, etc.)

Volunteering
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27. To what extent has your study abroad experience contributed to your 
knowledge, skills, and personal development in the following areas?

  Very much Quite a bit Some Very little

Acquiring a broad general 

education
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Acquiring job or work-related 

knowledge and skills
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Writing clearly and effectively nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Speaking clearly and 

effectively
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Analyzing quantitative 

problems
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Working effectively with others nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Understanding people of other 

racial and ethnic backgrounds
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Developing a personal code of 

values and ethics
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Contributing to the welfare of 

your community
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Developing a deepened sense 

of spirituality
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Gaining in-depth knowledge of 

a subject area
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Reading or speaking a foreign 

language
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Appreciating art, literature, 

music, drama
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Developing awareness of 

social problems
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Placing current problems in 

historical/cultural/philosophical 

perspective

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Understanding moral and 

ethical issues
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Understanding myself; 

abilities, interests, limitations, 

and personality

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Conducting independent 

research, without supervision
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Developing self-esteem nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Gaining familiarity with a 

variety of academic fields
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Understanding 

interrelationships among 

various fields of knowledge

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Working under pressure nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
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28. How satisfied are you with each of the following services or aspects of the 
University of Puget Sound?

29. If you could start over again, would you come to Puget Sound?

30. Would you recommend your study abroad program to others?

  Very satisfied Generally satisfied Generally dissatisfied Very dissatisfied Not relevant

Student interaction with 

faculty
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Financial aid office nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Student voice in campus 

politics
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Social life on campus nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Cultural and fine arts 

programming
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Lectures and speakers nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Religious/spiritual life nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Ethnic/racial diversity nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Climate for minority 

students on campus
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Sense of community on 

campus
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Courses in major field nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Overall quality of 

instruction
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Size of classes nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Foreign language 

programs
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Opportunity for study 

abroad
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Responsiveness of 

administrative offices to 

student concerns

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Definitely yes
 

nmlkj

Probably yes
 

nmlkj

Probably not
 

nmlkj

Definitely not
 

nmlkj

Definitely yes
 

nmlkj

Probably yes
 

nmlkj

Probably not
 

nmlkj

Definitely not
 

nmlkj
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31. In retrospect, are you glad that you decided to study abroad?

Definitely yes
 

nmlkj

Probably yes
 

nmlkj

Probably not
 

nmlkj

Definitely not
 

nmlkj
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32. Are you a member of a fraternity or sorority?

33. What have most of your grades been up to now at Puget Sound?

34. Please list your intended undergraduate major(s) and minor(s)/interdisciplinary 
emphasis. Check all that apply.

4. Part IV (Final Section)

  Major Minor or Interdisciplinary Emphasis

African American Studies nmlkj nmlkj

Art nmlkj nmlkj

Asian Studies nmlkj nmlkj

Biochemistry and 

Molecular Biology
nmlkj nmlkj

Biology nmlkj nmlkj

Business and Leadership nmlkj nmlkj

Chemistry nmlkj nmlkj

Classics nmlkj nmlkj

Communication Studies nmlkj nmlkj

Comparative Sociology nmlkj nmlkj

Computer Science nmlkj nmlkj

Dual Degree Engineering nmlkj nmlkj

Economics nmlkj nmlkj

English nmlkj nmlkj

Environmental Studies nmlkj nmlkj

Exercise Science nmlkj nmlkj

Foreign Languages and 

International Affairs
nmlkj nmlkj

Foreign Languages and 

Literature
nmlkj nmlkj

Gender Studies nmlkj nmlkj

Yes
 

nmlkj

No
 

nmlkj

A
 

nmlkj

A-
 

nmlkj

B+
 

nmlkj

B
 

nmlkj

B-
 

nmlkj

C+
 

nmlkj

C
 

nmlkj

C- or lower
 

nmlkj
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Geology nmlkj nmlkj

Global Development 

Studies
nmlkj nmlkj

History nmlkj nmlkj

Honors nmlkj nmlkj

Humanities nmlkj nmlkj

International Political 

Economy
nmlkj nmlkj

Latin American Studies nmlkj nmlkj

Mathematics nmlkj nmlkj

School of Music nmlkj nmlkj

Natural Science nmlkj nmlkj

Neuroscience nmlkj nmlkj

Philosophy nmlkj nmlkj

Physics nmlkj nmlkj

Politics and Government nmlkj nmlkj

Psychology nmlkj nmlkj

Religion nmlkj nmlkj

Science, Technology, and 

Society
nmlkj nmlkj

Special Interdisciplinary 

Major
nmlkj nmlkj

Theatre Arts nmlkj nmlkj

Other (please specify)
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Faculty Committee on Diversity 
2008-2009 Annual Report to the Senate 

 
Introduction 
 
This final report marks the end of almost twenty years of activities under bylaws that 
were adopted by the Senate in 1991. Under those bylaws, the Diversity Committee 
boasted one of the largest memberships of any faculty committee and included a number 
of vice presidents, students, and staff members. The Committee wishes to thank the 
students, staff, and administrators who served this Committee for the past two decades. 
Pending approval by the Board of Trustees, the Committee anticipates convening next 
year constituted differently and operating under a new set of bylaws. 
 
This report begins by listing the Committee’s membership and then reviews activities 
independent of Senate charges, summarizes activities addressing the Senate’s charges to 
the Committee, and concludes by recommending charges for next year.  
 
Committee Membership 
 
The membership of the 2008-2009 Diversity Committee (in alphabetical order) consisted 
of: Kim Bobby (Chief Diversity Officer and School of Education); Monica DeHart 
(Spring only; Comparative Sociology); Lisa Ferrari (representing Kris Bartanen, Dean of 
the University); Zaixin Hong (Art); Judith Kay (Religion and chair); Yoshiko Matsui 
(representing Mike Segawa, Dean of Students); Paula Meiers (representing George Mills, 
Admission); Jan Moore (Staff Senate); Nancy Nieraeth (Human Resources); Angelina 
Nockai (Fall 2008- student); Margi Nowak (Comparative Sociology); David Sousa 
(Politics and Government); Justin Tiehen (Philosophy); and Harry Velez-Quinones 
(Foreign Languages & Literature).  
 
Report of Activities Independent of Senate Charges 
 
Participating  in national conferences devoted to diversity issues in higher education  
 
In Spring 2008 the Committee had requested from the Associate Deans’ Office a small 
budget of $500 to support activities related to the work of the Committee.  This budget 
was not granted. However, the Committee was successful in securing $100 from the 
Associate Deans’ Office to continue its program of sending delegates to participate in and 
gather information from national diversity-related conferences. This year the Committee 
supported the Power of One Queer & Allies Student Conference that was held at Puget 
Sound in April 2009. 
 
Assisting the Admission Office to Recruit Students of Color 
 
Director of Admission, Fumio Sugihara, requested assistance from Committee members 
in calling accepted students of color with the goal of converting them to matriculated 
students. Several volunteers agreed to call about ten students each in order to answer 
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questions, discuss Puget Sound’s commitment to diversity, academic opportunities, and 
campus climate. 
 
Participating in the Bias-Hate Education Response Team (BERT) 
 
David Sousa volunteered to represent the Committee on BERT. He served as a liaison by 
communicating concerns about BERT’s role and functions and by exploring different 
views about the best institutional home for BERT.  
 
Serving as Liaisons to Student Diversity Groups 
Each faculty member contacted two or more student diversity groups to inform them 
about the work of this Committee and the resources available to such groups. 
 
Sponsoring an Informal Discussion of What Diversity Means 
 
Subsequent to the faculty vote on the bylaws, the Committee met with a few faculty 
members who had concerns about the Committee, its direction, and/ or about diversity 
issues on campus. This gathering was intended to provide a forum for colleagues to 
discuss diverse views of diversity in an informal setting. The Committee plans to 
continue to provide such gatherings next year. 
 
Collaborating with other diversity-related groups  
 

Diversity Advisory Council (DAC):  Harry Velez-Quinones volunteered to serve as 
the liaison to the DAC this year. 
 
DAC’s Curriculum and Faculty Advising Task Force: Judith Kay and Harry Velez-
Quinones served this group. Among other tasks, that group undertook a review of 
diversity in the university’s course offerings. Goal two of the University’s Diversity 
Strategic Plan calls for “support [of] continued development of curriculum…that 
addresses social diversity…” Documenting the diversity in Puget Sound’s curriculum 
will highlight the variety of diversity already represented. Such data may reveal 
opportunities for further development.  

The Task Force recommended and the Diversity Committee concurred that 
documenting the diversity in the curriculum should become one of the Committee’s 
ongoing charges. 
 
DAC’s Implementation Task Force: As Chair of the Diversity Committee, Kay was 
invited to help this group that is currently conducting a cascading interview process to 
solicit positive stories of positive and rewarding diversity experiences while at Puget 
Sound. 
 
Diversity Subcommittee of the Committee on Teaching: Kay was invited to serve in 
her capacity as chair of the Diversity Committee. This subcommittee generated three 
programs for the Wednesday at 4:00 gatherings. The first was on October 8th, entitled 
“What Does the Neustadt Report Mean for Helping Black, Hispanic, Native 
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American, and First-Generation College Students to Prosper at Puget Sound?”  The 
second on February 18th was entitled “How and Why Weaving Diversity into the 
Class Improves Learning.” The third, on April 22, entitled “Student Narratives about 
Difference at Puget Sound,” contained dramatic readings from interviews with 
students about their experiences of diversity at Puget Sound. 

 
Due to these additional assignments, the Committee recommends that the election of co-
chairs in 2009-2010 and/or the appointment of liaisons to various groups. 
 
Report of Activities Related to Charges Received from the Senate in Fall 2008 
 
The committee received three charges from the Faculty Senate at the start of 2008-2009. 
These charges, shown in italics below set the course for the year's activities.  
 
Charge #1: Continue working with the Faculty Senate to reconstitute the Faculty 
Diversity Committee, revising the bylaws for this committee and facilitating approval of 
such changes in a timely fashion.  
 
Reworking the bylaws to secure faculty approval was a time consuming, educational, and 
ultimately rewarding process. The Committee did not need to create bylaws from scratch 
as it had received from last year’s Committee a draft that had been submitted to the 
Senate in its year-end report. The most substantive change in that draft was the 
elimination of all traces of the Committee’s origins as a university-wide body that 
reported to the President. This draft proposed the creation of a faculty senate committee 
comparable to other committees and the formation of distinct student and staff senate 
diversity committees. The second major emphasis was to develop a committee that had 
important tasks that extended beyond assisting other units on campus. 
 
This year’s Committee edited the received draft and on October 6, 2008 the Chair, Judith 
Kay, presented it to the Senate for endorsement. Discussion centered on definitions of 
diversity, membership, and how to interpret the term “under-represented groups” in terms 
of faculty hiring. The Senate asked the Committee to a reconvene to address these and 
other issues. On November 25, 2008 the Committee approved a substantially tighter 
version of the bylaws and presented them to the Senate on December 1st. The Committee 
made subsequent revisions and Kay presented those at the Senate’s January 26th meeting, 
where they were endorsed by the Senate (with one nay vote) for consideration by the full 
faculty. 
 
The Committee developed a rationale for the revisions in preparation for the first reading 
at the faculty meeting of the new bylaws on February 17, 2009, where a few friendly 
amendments were made. On April 6, 2009, the faculty approved the bylaws with one 
amendment by a vote of 42 to 13 (73.36%). 
 
The minutes of all meetings mentioned above contain the details of the discussions and 
revisions.  
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The Committee wishes to thank many senators for their guidance and help, especially 
Senate Chair Douglas Cannon. The Committee thanks ASUPS, the Staff Senate, the 
Office of Admission, and the Dean of Students Office for their approximately two 
decades of service to the Committee. 
 
Below are the bylaws approved by the faculty that will come before the May 2009 
meeting of the Board of Trustees: 
 
Faculty Bylaws, Article Five, Section Six: 
H.  The Committee on Diversity 
 
a. The Committee shall consist of the Dean of the University (ex-officio); the Chief 

Diversity Officer (ex-officio); no fewer than seven appointed faculty members, and 
one student. 

 
b. The duties of the Committee shall be 

 
1. To serve the university’s goal of increasing the social diversity of the campus. 
 
2. To participate in the development of initiatives that enable the university to hire 

new faculty from historically under-represented populations and to support better 
the retention and success of such faculty.   

 
3. To work with the President, Vice-Presidents, and the Chief Diversity Officer 

concerning diversity initiatives that can benefit from faculty presence and 
leadership, as needed. 

 
4. To establish liaisons with key university units including staff and student diversity 

groups to assess strategic needs and work collaboratively in diversity-related 
initiatives, as needed.  

 
5. To work with colleagues to maintain an inclusive classroom environment; to 

promote academic freedom and freedom of expression, as needed. 
 

6. To activate, collaborate with, and oversee a group, focused on education, that will 
address, as needed, manifestations of prejudice or bigotry within the campus 
community through activities that include the promotion of academic freedom and 
freedom of expression; to include the activities of this group specifically in the 
annual report to the Faculty Senate. 

 
7. Such other duties as may be assigned to it. 

 
Charge #2: Continue to develop and implement a program for including diversity issues 
as a permanent element of faculty development.  
 
During the summer of 2008 a subcommittee consisting of outgoing Chair Nila Wiese, 
Chief Diversity Officer Kim Bobby, Director of Academic Advising, Jack Roundy, and 
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Monica De Hart planned a program for first-year advisors to fulfill a charge from the 
Senate. After considering several facilitators, the subcommittee selected a group called 
Tools for Change and met with its leaders about the needs of Puget Sound faculty. 
Several members of the Committee attended the after-dinner “Classroom Inclusion 
Workshop.”  
 
The subcommittee solicited feedback that was collected by Kim Bobby. Reactions to the 
program were mixed; but all agreed it was too experiential and not geared to the needs of 
the faculty.  
 
This year’s subcommittee consisted of Kim Bobby, Justin Tiehen, David Sousa, and Lisa 
Ferrari. They have begun to gather anonymous narratives of classroom experiences from 
faculty that will serve as a “text” that faculty advisors can respond to and reflect upon 
during an hour of their annual fall training organized by Jack Roundy. The subcommittee 
will meet over the summer of 2009 to continue its planning. The Committee recommends 
that this charge be renewed for the upcoming year.   
 
Charge #3: Examine the language of the University’s diversity Statement in light of 
suggested changes form the Coalition Against Injustice and Racism. 
 
The Committee debated the wisdom of engaging in a deep examination of the language 
of the Diversity Statement when this was likely to lead to years of work and process 
revising a statement completed fairly recently.  Members agreed that having accepted the 
Senate’s charge we were required to examine the statement.  The early discussions of this 
matter led to agreement among committee members that (a) the statement’s language 
may be too passive, and (b) that the statement should identify the historically-
underrepresented groups whose access to and participation in the university community 
the university aims to enhance. The Committee recommends continuing this charge into 
2009-2010. 
 
Below is the current university Diversity Statement, with the revised wording from the 
Coalition Against Injustice and Racism (CAIR) included in BOLD: 
 
DIVERSITY STATEMENT 

We Acknowledge 

• the richness of commonalities and differences we share as a university 
community. 

• the intrinsic worth of all who work and study here. 
• that education is enhanced by investigation of and reflection upon multiple 

perspectives. 

We Aspire 

• to create respect for and appreciation of all persons as a key characteristic of our 
campus community. 
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• to increase the diversity of all parts of our University community through 
commitment to diversity in our recruitment and retention efforts. 

• to foster a spirit of openness to active engagement among all members of our 
campus community. 

• to have diversity in terms of race, socioeconomic status, gender identity, 
ethnicity, ability, sexuality, and religious affiliation within our student, 
faculty, and staff community.  

• to deepen our understanding of the distinct yet intersecting histories that 
have shaped our identities and the associated forms of oppression. 

• to provide full access to those groups to which it has been historically 
denied 

We Act 

• to achieve an environment that welcomes and supports diversity. 
• to ensure full educational opportunity for all who teach and learn here. 
• to prepare effectively citizen-leaders for a pluralistic world. 
• to confront racism, sexism, classism, and other forms of oppression in a 

manner that effects change 

Proposed Charges for 2009-2010 
 

1. Continue to review the language of the University’s Diversity Statement in light 
of suggested changes form the Coalition Against Injustice and Racism and present 
suggestions to the Senate (see above). 

 
2. Continue to develop and implement a program for including diversity issues as a 

permanent element of faculty development and to assess and refine said program.  
 

3. Continue to sponsor informal discussions with faculty about diversity matters. 
 

4. Create and maintain a website with technical assistance from the Associate 
Deans’ Office that displays courses at Puget Sound with significant diversity 
content. This charge includes updating the information annually. 

 
5. Per the new bylaws, assume oversight of the Bias-Hate Educational Response 

Team (BERT), address concerns about its name, and appoint two Committee 
members to BERT. 

 
6. Collaborate with faculty-related diversity efforts on campus by creating liaisons to 

groups such as: 
a. the Diversity Advisory Council (DAC) 
b. the DAC Curriculum & Faculty Advising Task Force 
c. the Diversity Subcommittee of the Committee on Teaching 
d. the October 14-16, 2010 Race and Pedagogy national conference. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
Judith W. Kay, Chair 
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